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A WORD FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
According to Roberto Vélez* and
Juan Esteban Orduz, the roasters,
retailers and in general all those
involved in the trade, transformation,
distribution and sales of coffee need
to look in the same direction too: A
sustainable coffee sector, socially,
environmentally and economically
(P-8).

Happy new year.
We welcome you to the 18th AFCC
& E event scheduled for Mombasa
from the 12th to 14th February 2020.
Hosted at the scenic Mombasa, with
excellent climatic condition and
ambiance, this event will explore key
issues affecting the coffee industry. A
panel of eminent speakers are set to
share their insights and predictions
on the coffee industry. We will host
buyers from at least 52 countries in
the event. We have partnered with
the ITC on the Markup program, the
EU funded program.
The world coffee industry is estimated
at $ 200 billion. Ironically, the world
coffee producers receive less than $
20 billion for their efforts in growing
coffee under challenging conditions.
This is not an ideal allocation given
that farmers face a host of challenges
to place the coffee bean at your table.

Ms. Teija Lublinkhof has enjoyed
an amazing coffee journey, as a
licensed a Q Grader, World Barista
Championships Head Judge and
a Sensory Judge. She emphasizes
that each person involved in the
Coffee Value Chain has a role
to play to promote domestic
consumption. Having served as Board
Representative for Zambia, in the
AFCA Board of Directors, her insights
in the coffee industry are worth
reviewing.
World Coffee Research (WCR)
and Promecafe, launched two
new manuals of best practices for
coffee seed producers and nursery
managers. The manuals are the latest
in WCR’s effort to broaden awareness
of and opportunity to address a
hidden crisis in the coffee sector (P16).
Dr. Charles Agwanda shares his
perspective on Climate Change and
Coffee Production. Climate change
negatively impacts coffee production.
If little or no action is taken, coffee
production as we know it could
stop by 2050. Companies along the
value chain recognize this threat
and are researching ways to counter
it. However, closer collaboration
between the private and public
sectors – the producers and the

scientists – could bring more effective
results (P-18).
According to Rose Kato, an IWCA
Uganda Chapter member, a great
cup of coffee does not just happen.
Her approach to the promotion of
domestic coffee consumption is built
on passion and years of experience
and observation of the broad changes
that have shaped the coffee industry
world over. Rose says that the trends
evolved from consuming coffee as a
beverage to appreciating it in totality.
Coffee appreciation ranges from
consciously embracing the aromas
and coffee flavors to just enjoying a
great cup of coffee to start off the day
(P-34).
In this edition, we highlight what
Sustainable Growers Rwanda and
Question Coffee are doing to increase
domestic consumption in Rwanda.
They are making it possible for
women coffee farmers and their
families to reap from the benefits
of growing, roasting, drinking, and
selling Rwandan coffee. Although
Rwandese are traditional tea drinkers,
there has been a rise in the popularity
of coffee beverages throughout Kigali
in the past few years. Many local cafes
have opened up attracting customers
beyond the foreign crowd to the
newly intrigued local coffee drinkers
(P-36).
Take a second cup of your coffee as
you enjoy reading this magazine.
Samuel N. Kamau
Executive Director, African Fine
Coffees Association
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AFCA REVISED STRATEGIC PLAN 2020 - 2024
VISION:
Sustainable Coffee Business

MISSION:
Delivering Transformational Coffee
Services to Members

VALUES:
Integrity | Innovation | Commitment

SLOGAN:
“Home of Africa’s Finest Coffees”

AFCA STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES:
1. Membership
2. Coffee Institute
3. Coffee Conference & Expo
4. International Coffee Market Development

5.
6.
7.
8.

Regional Coffee Market Development
Policy Advocacy
Institutional Strengthening
Gender & Youth

The revised AFCA strategy is focused on member value proposition delivery through Coffee
Programs, Trainings and Competitions from the new AFCA Coffee Institute to all sectors of the
coffee value chain of producers, Quality Graders, Logistics & Exporters, Roasters and Baristas.
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A SIGNIFICANT CHANGE IN THE
INTERACTION BETWEEN THE DIFFERENT ACTORS
IN THE COFFEE VALUE CHAIN IS INEVITABLE

LET US LEAVE THE
COMFORT ZONE
ROBERTO VÉLEZ* AND JUAN ESTEBAN ORDUZ**

Vince Lombardi was born in 1913 and died in 1970; he was the son of an Italian
butcher in Brooklyn, New York. After a very successful career, he became the
greatest and most successful football coach of all times in the United States,
showing win after win with his team, the Green Bay Packers. He was a tough man,
famous for his “iron discipline; his quest for excellence through teamwork is, to
this day, admired by many. But, what does this have to do with coffee? A lot!
“Individual commitment to a
group effort -- that is what makes
a team work, a company work,
a society work, a civilization
work”, is one of his famous quotes.
The coffee value chain should be
no different, it should work; but
we need to make sure that our
individual commitments are being
geared towards the same group
effort. Are we missing the individual
commitment to make the group
effort work, or perhaps the clarity on
what the group effort should be and
where it should lead us?
If we all agree (and if not, we should)
that we are committed to have a
sustainable coffee value chain that
works, why doesn’t it?
Farmers need to supply the best
possible coffee and produce it
with the right standards, to ensure
that the environment and the
communities are protected and can
thrive and progress. Their coffee
needs to meet the quality and
availability levels that will ensure that
consumers, who are more discerning
every day, will be able to enjoy an
excellent beverage and will have

the choices and values that they are
looking for and for which they are
willing to pay.
The roasters, retailers and in general
all those involved in the trade,
transformation, distribution and sales
of coffee (whether grocery stores,
specialty shops, coffee shops, even
traders and intermediaries, etc.) need
to look in the same direction too: A
sustainable coffee sector, socially,
environmentally and economically.
And like in any other industry, they
need to ensure that their suppliers
are well remunerated and can
maintain and even increase the
quality of the product whenever
possible.
Other actors, like non-governmental
organizations and governments of
producing and consuming countries,
should be working towards the same
goals too, addressing issues such as
social investment, how to mitigate
and adapt to climate change and
social and economic policies to make
coffee cultivation productive and
-again- comprehensively sustainable.
However, there is no doubt that

*Roberto Vélez is the CEO of the Colombian Coffee Growers Federation
**Juan Esteban Orduz is the President of the Colombian Coffee Growers Federation in North America
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the coffee value chain has today
an imbalance that poses great
difficulties to it. Most of the coffee
growers are smallholder farmers
(25 million families according to
the ICO) who live from what their
farms produce and have virtually
no leverage when it comes to
negotiating the price of their coffee.
In many cases, they are not even
able to cover their production costs.
In addition, they live in developing
countries, whose limited resources
do not allow for massive support, as
is the case for farmers in developed
countries, who receive different
types of subsidies, incentives and
trade barriers established by their
governments for their benefit.
In this context, the answer that “the
market is the market and it does
what it has to do” and that what
farmers need to do is reduce their
costs, is not only oversimplistic; it is
also unrealistic, biased and in many
cases even hypocritical. No matter
how you put it or what “the market”
says, if small farmers are not even
able to cover their costs and need to
produce at a loss, their survival is in
question and the whole chain is at
risk.

If just the market ruled, only those who
have very low costs of production would
survive. As a consequence, production
would end up concentrated in less than
a handful of origins. Difficulties arising in
any of those origins, for instance a climatic
event affecting production, would lead to
a massive disruption in the market, with
fatal consequences for the whole chain. It
does not mean that the major producers
should be punished or blamed. It means
that there is room for many different
coffees around the world.
Diversity and quality would also suffer in
this scenario. Today’s consumers expect
to be able to enjoy coffees with different
attributes and values, coming from
many places or grown in certain soils,
under certain standards or perhaps even
harvested or processed in specific ways.
They look for quality, values and options,
and not just necessarily the cheapest
coffee.
According to the National Coffee
Association NCA, 59% of the coffee
cups consumed in United States are
considered gourmet, while out of home
consumption reached a high of 46%
in 2017. Will consumers in the U.S. pay
an average of $2,99 per cup of coffee
(according to market research firm NPD
Group) if they do not have choices or do
not feel that the quality or values are the
right ones?
Perhaps the coffee chain does not work as
it should, because we are not committed
to the same group effort. At some point
in the past, having good profits and not
caring about the other links of the chain,
especially the well-being of the farmers,
became the comfort zone for many. That
is why the interaction between producers,
buyers and the rest of the chain needs to
change significantly. It needs to embrace
the new realities beyond the market is
the market, ensure sustainability and
satisfy consumers, that will ask the right
questions and demand straight answers.
That change is inevitable, and we should
embrace it together, even if it takes us out
of our comfort zone.
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TEIJA
LUBLINKHOF

MY COFFEE JOURNEY AS A LICENSED Q GRADER,
WORLD BARISTA CHAMPIONSHIPS HEAD JUDGE,
SENSORY JUDGE AND WORLD COFFEE EVENTS
REPRESENTATIVE

1. Who is Teija Lublinkhof, when and how did your
career in the coffee industry kick off?
I am originally from Finland, although after 20 years in
Zambia, home is in Lusaka. I lived on a coffee estate for
11 years in the early 2000’s. Munali had planted coffee in
1999, by the time it started producing I thought it would
be interesting to do the coffee tasting training CQI was
arranging in Lusaka. I really fell in love with coffee and
coffee tasting and was hooked after that training. From
there I started cupping at the farm and took over the
quality control.
2. Your Coffee career started at Munali Coffee in
Zambia where you developed the Munali Coffee
brand and worked in quality control and the
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roastery. In 2007, you opened your own roasting
company known as Peaberry Coffee Roasters &
Café, which is still operating in Lusaka, you are a
partner at RPS Roasting in Finland, and a Board
Member at African Fine Coffees Association (AFCA)
as well as chairperson for Zambia Coffee Growers
Association, and how do you juggle all these
responsibilities together?
Good internet, teamwork and good routine helps to keep
everything going. I have learned that it’s good to answer
emails and messages as soon as possible. I am also quite
good at writing lists. I work better when I got lots going
on and I also enjoy the buzz of being busy and having
interesting things going on.
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3. As the owner of Peaberry Coffee Roasters & Café,
what is the relationship between coffee roasting
and making the perfect cup of coffee?
For me, as a roaster, it’s important to respect the coffee
you work with and get the best taste out of it so that the
customers can enjoy the best possible cup of coffee. A
lot of work goes into producing good quality green bean
and as a roaster we help to maintain the quality the farmer
has worked for. The barista takes over from the roaster in
making the cup of coffee. It all goes hand in hand from
farmer, to roaster, to barista and to that perfect cup of
coffee.
4. Teija, you are a licensed Q grader, certified WCE
Rep and World Barista Championships (WBC) Head
Judge, what inspired you to venture into the coffee
career?
As mentioned, I fell in love with coffee at my first tasting
training. Little did I realize then how complex and
interesting the coffee world is! For me it happened step
by step, initially I was, and still am, completely passionate
about coffee tasting. When I got more into it I realised that
there are so many aspects to coffee, so much to learn, and
I am still on that journey. I enjoy challenging myself and
certifying as a Q grader and as a WCE certified judge has
been a great way to test my skills. It’s quite addictive too as
you get to travel, meet interesting people and learn more.
5. Who is a licence Q Grader and what do they do?
What does it take to acquire the licence and from
where?
Certified Q grader is examination for coffee tasters
organised by Coffee Quality Institute. You have to have
experience in coffee tasting, green grading and quality
control before you take the exams. Q graders can assess
quality of green coffee and roasted coffee samples. You
find Q graders working in various areas in the industry,
from cupping rooms at producing countries to roasteries
in coffee consuming countries.
6. What tips would you give to those interested in
taking up the Q Grader career and those sitting for
their Q Graders certification?
Either find a course where you can study basic skills on
cupping or a mentor who is willing to teach you to learn
those skills. After that it’s all about practising, not even
necessarily at the cupping table, sensory skills can be
practised while tasting chocolate, nuts, fruit or berries
in every day kitchen. Also ask a lot of questions when
you meet other coffee professionals. Q is not just about
tasting, it’s also about knowing coffee from seed to cup
and having understanding on what happens at the farm
level helps too.
7. What does it take to judge at World Barista
Championship?
To be able to judge at WBC you have to pass World
Coffee Events judges certification, but before that you

have to have two years of experience in National Barista
Championship judging. You need to have a good
knowledge on Rules & Regulations for the competition,
experience to be able to follow protocols and of course
be a good taster. We are always looking for enthusiastic
judges so anyone interested get in touch with National
body, currently Kenya, South Africa, Uganda and Zambia
have national bodies organising certified competitions,
Rwanda and Burundi have also competitions happening
and are close to having certified competitions.
8. You are the founder of Marika’s Coffee, what was
your ambition when you started it and what was
the experience like?
When I started Marika’s, later on incorporated as Peaberry
Coffee, I wanted to showcase Zambian coffees and
create competition for all the imported products in the
supermarket shelves. There wasn’t yet much interest in
local produce like there is now and most people thought
only imported coffee can be good. So we bought only high
grade coffees and started really pushing hotels, restaurants
and supermarkets to support local roastery. It was a great
learning curve in many ways. We quickly realised that
there was a great need for barista training, and I ended up
spending lot of hours behind espresso machines. Actually
even now lot of our marketing, especially to new café’s,
is through the barista’s I have trained over the years. As
anyone who has started their own business knows, it takes
a lot of effort to get things started! It’s challenging but also
really rewarding.
9. In your experience with coffee quality, what defines
quality and what quality control measures do you
take to ensure that your coffee maintains its desired
quality?
We buy high quality ingredients and put a lot of effort
into making sure we treat the coffee well through roasting
process to get the best possible cup of coffee in the end.
We cup a lot and it also helps to have our own in-house
café to test our products. Everyone who works at the
roaster is also a trained barista, so staff can do jobs in the
roastery or café and I think this helps to control the quality
too.
I spend a lot of time cupping coffee’s from different parts
of Africa and it’s important to respect each origin, not
every producing country get those over 90 point scores,
but they each have something different to offer when it
comes to flavour profile, balance, overall taste. So it’s not
always about how high the coffee scores, it’s also about
the uniqueness of the coffee.
10. Let us talk a little bit about domestic coffee
consumption; do you think coffee tasters,
baristas, and roasters have a role to play in driving
domestic coffee consumption?
Each person in the value chain can help to improve
domestic consumption. We started barista camps in
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Zambia 2007 which focused on barista as a profession and
also market local coffee. Part of what we all do as coffee
tasters, roasters and baristas is training the consumer to
appreciate good quality coffee. Sometimes it’s about
convincing instant coffee drinker to taste brewed coffee,
sometimes it’s about getting coffee lover to buy a grinder
and start grinding beans freshly. I think all of us in the
industry have a responsibility to guide coffee drinkers to
appreciate locally produced and roasted coffee.
11. Every career comes with its challenges, what
challenges do you usually face in your career and
how do you deal with them?
There has been challenges of various kinds along the way
and I suppose always will be. When I initially decided to
become coffee taster there were not that many courses
available, so just finding information to be able to learn
more and improve my skills was a little challenging. I luckily
had great mentors, people who were happy to answer my
questions and offer guidance along the way. Luckily these
days there is more training available so anyone wanting
to get into the coffee industry can attend courses pretty
easily. I had a lot of determination when I was getting
started and that was one thing which helped to start with
and also later on when I started my own business.
12. What has been your best moment in coffee so far?
Must be in 2017 in South Korea when I got to head judge
finals of World Barista Championships. It was an amazing
experience to get to taste the coffee from the best baristas
in the world, but also a proof that when you invest a lot of
time and effort results will come.
13. What advice would you give the young baristas in
the industry who are interested in participating at
the World Barista Championship?

Competitions are such a great way to learn more and
improve your skills. Get involved with your national
competitions as this is the path to compete in WBC, since
you need to win the national competition first. AFCA also
now has barista boot camp where barista’s can learn with
former champions. Don’t forget that the skills you need to
compete in World Champs are the same skills you need to
work as a barista every day at the café. So make sure you
run your work station well, as that’s really where it all starts
from.
14. What tips would you give to those who are still
dreaming of owning their own coffee shop?
I have this discussion quite often with future café owners
where the owners have found a good location (location is
very important!!), they have decided their design, ordered
the furniture. They might have even started employing
staff. Then they come to find out about coffee equipment
and often haven’t even thought about how much coffee
equipment costs.
If you are opening a café, coffee equipment should be
your first consideration, especially in Africa where often
it takes some time to get the equipment in. There are
various brands with various price levels and higher quality
equipment is a bigger investment. Make sure you find a
supplier who can also take care of the equipment in long
run and check the quality of the water used as the low
quality water will effect equipment and taste of coffee.
Make sure you have high quality coffee and well trained
baristas, as quality coffee brings customers into your café. I
really love having my own café, it’s something I thought of
doing for quite a while and eventually when the roastery
moved to new location I decided to finally add the café in.

...being a judge on the
world stage has been a
great way to practice self
discipline, put her own skills
to the test and learn more..
...This comes with excellent
knowledge, understanding
and application of the
Rules & Regulations of the
competition, self discipline,
the ability to follow
competition protocols, and
of course, being a good
coffee taster.
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DEVELOPING
THE COLLECTIVE WAY
MADHU BOPANNA

A

lthough the soil of the African continent gave
birth to the planets first wild coffee plant, the
future of coffee farming in Africa is anything but
certain.
The extreme poverty and the small size of farm holdings
is a double edged sword. There are too few resources
available to support the efforts of the coffee farmer.
This coupled with low coffee prices and vagrancies of
weather makes farmers abandon coffee growing.
Agriculture is the main employer in Africa. Due to
inadequate income from agriculture, we see a shift
of the younger population to urban areas in search
of employment, leaving an aging population in
agriculture. Africa has a large young population and this
rural – urban migration is causing tremendous pressure
on urban infrastructure.
It is time that planning and implementation is done
to create employment opportunities in rural areas to
mitigate the translocation of the youth to urban areas.
Owing to the size of land holdings in Africa and diverse
climatic conditions the planning has to encompass
problems like –
• Small land holdings and inadequate proof of
ownership (Land Documentation)
• Lack of Resources
• Lack of access to finance
• Lack of inputs
• Lack of knowledge
• Lack of motivation
• Lack of health and sanitation facilities.
• Lack of marketing infrastructure.
Hundreds of millions of farmers in Japan, China and
elsewhere in Asia show that the farm size is not the key
determinant of productivity. These farms achieve levels
of production per unit area, which is equal to or greater
than the ones achieved by large scale farmers anywhere
in the world.
The key to their success is not the size of their land
holding, but their access to farm inputs and knowledge.
The lack of widespread programmes to assist small scale

African farmers to gain access to agricultural inputs,
knowledge and markets is largely due to the absence of
a vibrant non agriculture sector in many countries.
Collective farming is a type of agriculture production
in which multiple farmers run their holdings as a joint
enterprise. In this type of agriculture participating
members jointly engage in farming activities.
All the focus of collective farming is primarily on meeting
the families’ food and non food needs. It helps farmers
overcome constrains of mobilizing credit, adopt latest
technologies and adding value to their produce.
Collective farming leads to collective work in individual
units. For this training programmes for the farmers
collective on participation planning, decision making,
crop choice, method of farming should be done.
Planning should encompass cultivation of:
• Food Crop – for daily needs
• Short term Cash crop – for recurring expenditure
• Long term cash crop – for fixed annual expenditure
• Very long term cash crop - investment
• Fodder crop – for the farm animals, which will
provide both food, nutrition and revenue
For the success of this method of cultivation planning
should focus on the formation of:
• Farmer Interest Groups – (FIG) - A group of individual
farmers, who collectively cultivate their land.
• Farmer Producer Groups – (FPG) – A group of FIG’s,
for the benefits of input’s and mechanization.
• Farmer Producer Organisations – (FPO) – A group
of FPG’s for the benefits of collective marketing of
produce.
In this article I have not got into specific details or
statistics. All I have tried is to explain the concept and
think of it as a solution for the agricultural sector in
Africa. Private ownership of land – avoidance of hired
workers, commercial marketing and rural employment
creation.
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RWANDA’S COFFEE
SECTOR GEARS UP FOR
THE EUROPEAN MARKET
GUSTAVO FERRO, commissioned by CBI

Rwanda, the land of a thousand hills, is ready to
venture into the European coffee market with
the help of the Dutch Centre for the Promotion
of Imports from Developing Countries (CBI). In
March this year, CBI launched its coffee project
in Kigali together with local partners, the Coffee
Exporters Processors Association of Rwanda
(CEPAR) and the National Agricultural Export
Development Board (NAEB).

T

he project will run until the end of 2022, with the
aim of enhancing exports of specialty coffees to
the European market. Patrick Gouka, CBI’s Senior
Programme Manager for East and Southern Africa,
explains the focus on specialty coffee, “Rwanda has a
limited production area, which restricts the possibilities
for higher volumes. Therefore, the programme will work
on value increase”.
CBI’s export objectives for this project are ambitious. The
14 small and medium-sized Rwandan exporters involved
in the project are expected to increase their specialty
coffee exports to the European market by € 3 million by
the end of 2022. Next to that, the project aims at creating
75 additional decent jobs among the participating
companies, an increase of 10% in relation to the baseline.
The CBI Rwanda Specialty Coffee project will also push
for advancement in other points identified as relevant
to Rwanda’s coffee sector, including climate change
adaptation and mitigation, youth inclusion and gender
equality, as well as multi-crop farm management. In
addition to supporting companies directly, CBI will work
closely with the sector support organisations so as to
improve the country’s export enabling environment.

14

The specialty coffee market in Europe
The focus on the specialty segment makes the European
market ever more relevant to CBI’s project in Rwanda.
European consumers increasingly appreciate high-quality
coffees, making specialty coffee one of the fastestgrowing segments in Europe. In June this year, over 300
exhibitors took part in the World of Coffee 2019 in Berlin
, the biggest coffee event in Europe. According to the
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organisers, the event has more than tripled in size in the
last years .

economic growth by aligning long-term coaching of
companies with institutional development.

The growing number of coffee bars, small roasters and
baristas also reflects the importance of specialty coffee
in Europe. A recent report published at Allegra’s World
Coffee Portal highlights that the European coffee shop
market grew by 6% in 2018 , and will continue to grow in
the next years.

CBI is no stranger to East Africa’s coffee sector. In
2016, CBI successfully completed a four-year specialty
coffee project in Uganda, whereby Ugandan exporters
surpassed the project’s export target of € 3 million to
Europe by eight times. By the end of the project, more
than 106 additional containers were exported from
Uganda to regional and European markets. Among other
achievements at the institutional level, CBI supported
the implementation of a specialty coffee strategy for the
country, and enhanced the service portfolio of its partner
organisations.

While North-Western Europe continues to lead the
specialty coffee market, Eastern Europe is quickly
catching up. The East European market is still small, but
holds great potential as specialty coffee becomes more
familiar to consumers. The expansion of small-scale coffee
roasters and coffee shops, paired with local industry
events like the Prague and Warsaw Coffee Festivals, have

CBI is currently implementing a specialty coffee project
in Ethiopia, which has a strong focus on gender equality.
The project will be completed at the end of 2019, but its
participants have already made important progress. Most
companies in the programme have formulated and are
implementing their gender equality improvement action
plans, and exports to Europe have already surpassed the
project’s target value.
Looking at CBI’s previous coffee projects, Rwandan
exporters have much to look forward to. CBI’s coffee
projects include market orientation missions and trade
fair participation in Europe, as well as technical assistance
missions and support from a sector expert. Other
activities such as thematic trainings and workshops,
as well as participation at the African Fine Coffees
Association (AFCA) Conference, are also on the agenda.
as well as participation at the African Fine Coffees
Association (AFCA) Conference, are also on the agenda.
Cupping at the CBI Ethiopian
Specialty coffees stand at the
17th AFCCE

made specialty coffee more available in the region. In
fact, the Polish capital Warsaw will also stage the World of
Coffee event in 2020.
CBI’s deep-rooted experience in East Africa
CBI is a governmental organisation established in 1971,
and currently integrates the Netherlands Enterprise
Agency (RVO). It promotes sustainable and inclusive

European consumers
increasingly appreciate
high-quality coffees,
making specialty coffee
one of the fastestgrowing segments in
Europe.
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NEW OPEN-ACCESS
MANUALS SUPPORT
COFFEE NURSERIES
PLAYA HERRADURA, COSTA RICA.

World Coffee Research (WCR) and Promecafe are pleased to
announce today the launch of two new manuals of best practices
for coffee seed producers and nursery managers, which are available
for free download at worldcoffeeresearch.org/guias. The guides are
available in both English and Spanish.

T

he manuals are the latest
in WCR’s effort to broaden
awareness of and opportunity
to address a hidden crisis in the
coffee sector: A worldwide lack of
competent systems for delivering
high quality, healthy planting
material to coffee farmers. Globally,
most coffee seedlings produced for
are weak, low yielding, and prone
to disease. “With each poor-quality
seedling planted in their fields,
farmers lock in lower production
potential for decades to come,”
says WCR CEO Vern Long, “and this
powerfully reinforces the ‘poverty
trap’ faced by smallholder farmers
in particular. Improving nursery
production practices has the
potential to dramatically improve
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the productivity and profitability of
coffee farms globally and to ensure
that the genetic gains coming from
new/improved varieties are able to
reach farmers.”
Supporting nurseries to produce
high quality trees
There is a huge opportunity to
support nurseries around the
world to improve their production
processes to produce healthy and
genetically traceable plants. These
improvements can vastly increase
the possibility for farmers to not
only select the right varieties for
their farms but to make sure that the
seeds or seedlings they are planting
are all from the variety chosen, with
the best physical and phytosanitary
quality.
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These training guides focus on
supporting seed and plant producers
to make improvements toward two
essential goals:
· Improving plant health
resulting from healthy, strong
seedlings reaching their maximum
potential yield with a minimum
mortality rate of seedlings
planted. In this regard, the Guides
focus on describing appropriate
seed production and nursery
management techniques with
good agricultural practices at each
stage.
· Improving genetic purity of the
material, so that farmers may be

confident that they are planting
in their fields the variety they
chose, with desirable genetic
characteristics and no risk of
cross-pollination. To do so, the
Guides include specific portions
on traceability, ranging from the
purchase of seeds or plants to
produce mother plants to the sale
or planting of the seeds or plants
produced.
Reviews of the guides were
conducted from experts from across
Central America. The Regional
Cooperative Program for the
Technological Development and
Modernization of Coffee Cultivation
(PROMECAFE), which represents ten
coffee producing countries in Central
America and the Carribean, will be
working to promote their use across
the region.
Openly and freely available,
thanks to Keurig Dr. Pepper and
Lavazza Pro
In recognition of the difficult scale of
the challenge and the widespread
need for better access to information
about best practices, WCR is
making its best practices guides for
nursery and seed producers openly
and freely available for anyone to
download and use. This is made
possible through the generous
financial support was provided by
Keurig Dr. Pepper and Lavazza Pro.

An entrepreneurial opportunity
In addition to reducing risk across
the coffee value stream, coffee
nurseries with improved practices
offering higher-quality plants
represent a powerful entrepreneurial
opportunity in coffee regions around
the world.
Reducing famer risk, lost
production, and value
Plant material pipelines are made
up of seed producers and nurseries,
which can be operated either by
public institutions or free market
seed sectors (or, as is frequent in
coffee, a combination of the two).
Effective systems convey high quality
seedlings developed by breeders
(typically with improved genetic
potential such as disease resistance,
yield, and/or cup quality) down to
farmers, who are able to turn that
potential into increased profits.
But today in practice, most of the
increased production potential of
better varieties leaks out of these
pipelines before ever reaching
farmers. Through studies across
multiple countries, World Coffee
Research has found that most
countries in the world are currently
unable to deliver high quality plants
to all of its farmers.
There are no global figures
available, but country studies
have demonstrated that it is not
uncommon for upwards of 50% of

coffee trees produced by nurseries
—especially small, informal ones—to
die before or sooner after they are
transplanted to the field.
Many of the seedlings that do reach
farmer fields are weak, low yielding,
and prone to disease. Additionally,
poor quality plants can be a cause
of poor farming practices as farmers
make the rational choice not to put
inputs and labor toward the tending
of compromised or unpromising
plants. But the opposite is also true:
high quality, vigorous trees with
good genetic potential can catalyze
farmers to make other investments in
productivity.
Against that backdrop, these best
practices guides are more than
just training manuals. Supporting
nurseries to produce healthier trees
reduces the risk coffee farmers face
when buying seed/seedlings and
“locks in” the gains to farmers of
planting a healthy tree across the life
of that tree.
The guides also supplement the
WCR Arabica Coffee Varieties catalog
describing the characteristics of 54
different arabica varieties, allowing
coffee farmers to select the optimum
varieties for their farms.
The catalog is available at https://
varieties.worldcoffeeresearch.org/
info/catalog
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CLIMATE
CHANGE
AND COFFEE
PRODUCTION

PRODUCERS AND SCIENTISTS
MUST WORK TOGETHER
DR CHARLES AGWANDA, COORDINATOR COMMODITIES, CABI

Climate change negatively impacts coffee production. If little or
no action is taken, coffee production as we know it could stop by
2050. Companies along the value chain recognise this threat and
are researching ways to counter it. However, closer collaboration
between the private and public sectors – the producers and the
scientists – could bring more effective results.

A

s a producer and a scientist
myself, I see a number of
ways in which climate change
affects coffee production. But I also
see ways in which collaboration,
such as Public Private Partnerships
and greater linkages between
industry and research, can help
safeguard the future of this billiondollar commodity crop upon
which so many livelihoods depend,
including those of around 25
million smallholders. From my own
perspective, here are some of the
challenges and solutions I see at the
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intersection of coffee farming and
science.
A delicate optimal growing
environment
Coffee can only grow in a limited
rainfall and temperature range
(14-24°C for Arabica and 24-30°C
for Robusta). Climate change
negatively impacts the delicate
environmental balance needed for
coffee production. Frosts in Brazil, for
example, have caused sub-optimal
coffee yields. Drought and flooding
also negatively impact production
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and are expensive to address.
A lack of climate predictability makes
coffee farming difficult. Weather
patterns are changing and the
seasons are no longer the same year
on year. Coffee is very cyclical and
needs a certain period of rain and
water stress for the coffee plants to
flower. If there is little rain throughout
the year and little flowering, the crop
will suffer. Climate change adds a real
strain to coffee producers.
The spread of coffee pests and
diseases
Climate change affects the spread of
coffee pests and diseases. Take, for
example, coffee leaf rust, a fungus
that loves high temperatures and low
altitudes. Even in countries like Kenya
where coffee leaf rust has mainly
been a low altitude disease, it can
now be found everywhere including

the highlands due to warming
temperatures. This disease is already
a big problem in Latin America and
will become an increasingly serious
problem in Africa.
Coffee berry disease is another
problem affecting the industry.
Intermittent rainfall in Kenya, for
example, coupled with depressed
temperatures has caused serious
outbreaks of the disease in the
recent past. Coffee wilt disease poses
another challenge to production.
Changing climates affect soil
moisture and help this fungus to
spread. The disease is believed to
have cost African coffee farmers an
estimated US$1 billion to date.
Unfortunately, many farmers do not
know how to manage the spread of
pests and diseases. This creates an
additional layer of complexity to a
crop that already needs quite specific
conditions in which to grow.
Producers are giving up on coffee
crops
Combined, these challenges
force producers to make difficult
decisions: stop growing coffee
and swap to other crops; move to
higher altitudes where the climate
is optimal for coffee but where
there is less available, suitable land;
or remain where they are but find
more climate-smart approaches
to producing coffee. In some
cases, producers are abandoning
coffee farming altogether. This is
already happening in countries like
Colombia, where smallholder coffee
production is no longer tenable in
some hitherto coffee growing areas.
But when producers are affected,
so too is everyone along the value
chain, from those selling coffee
machines for harvesting, to coffee
houses and roasters. We are starting
to see companies, large and small,
struggle to secure coffee supplies.
Likewise, agricultural and
environmental scientists are seeing
the effects of climate change on
coffee production. Given the way
that climate change affects this

industry, we should think about ways
in which scientists can work more
closely with people throughout
the value chain. The problem is
agricultural, environmental and
economic and needs a collaborative
approach.
Supporting the farmers
One of the most important things
we can do is find ways to share
scientifically-proven agricultural
information with farmers, especially
small-scale producers, who often find
this information difficult to access.
The collaborative, global Plantwise
programme and the open access
Plantwise Knowledge Bank, for
example, help share practical plant
health knowledge with smallholder
farmers across more than 30
countries so they can grow more and
lose less of their crops.
Innovative projects like the Initiative
for Coffee & Climate shares climate
adaptation knowledge with farmers,
developing and delivering step-bystep guides to show farmers how to
protect and improve their yields in
the face of climate change. A project
to boost coffee productivity in Kenya
and Malawi has helped research
institutions to adopt modern tissue
culture-based technologies to rapidly
produce seedlings. Locally managed
weaning nurseries give farmers
access to the tissue culture planting
material.
Managing pests and diseases
There are many natural and safe ways
to manage plant pests and diseases.
At CABI, we have worked extensively
on tackling coffee leaf rust and coffee
wilt disease, the latter where we
worked with producer countries on
wilt resistant varieties.
We must also manage invasive
species, that is to say, species that
migrate from their native habitat
to new habitats where they then
cause damage. Through the global
Action on Invasives programme, CABI
is developing and implementing
solutions for invasive species around
the world, helping to protect
livelihoods and the environment

But when
producers are
affected, so too is
everyone along
the value chain,
from those selling
coffee machines
for harvesting,
to coffee houses
and roasters. We
are starting to see
companies, large
and small, struggle
to secure coffee
supplies.

including landscapes where coffee is
a main source of income.
Being more proactive
We can also help producers access
information that enables them
to proactively address climate
change – satellite data, for example.
Farmers need time to adapt. Data
collection and modelling can help
them understand where pests might
migrate or droughts might occur and
then help them to better prepare.
The Pest Risk Information Service
(PRISE) is a collaborative project that
forecasts the risk of pest outbreaks
using a novel combination of earth
observation technology, satellite
positioning and plant-pest lifecycle.
This kind of innovative technology
could help coffee producers.
Climate change is a global problem.
In looking for solutions, we must
come together. By combining the
best insights and solutions from the
value chain with the best insights
from science, we can bring about
better, faster solutions.
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APPLYING THE ROASTING
PROFILES TO LARGER ROASTERS
The coffee sector is growing day by day. The knowledge of coffee rises,
and special coffee preferences are formed among the consumers. Coffee
producers need to be aware of the quality of coffee that they use.

T

hough the green coffee can be from same region,
same tree (Arabica, Robusta) or even from the same
country, the quality will differ from each other.
Climatic conditions, picking process, drying time, and the
storage process amongst other may affect the quality of
coffee. When new variety of green coffee is produced, it
should be tested.
The roasting process involves many processes and coffee
roasting machines should also meet these requirements.
• Drop in Temperature Roasting time
• Drum Air Temperature Control Bean Temperature
Control Colour Change
• Drum Pressure
If a coffee is roasted for the first time, many trials may
be required. The roasted coffee should be tested to
understand how close it gets to the desired flavor.
Small coffee sampling machines are used to avoid major
coffee loss. The purpose of using small machines is to
roast coffee with the same quality. By having small scale
roasting, you will have a chance to check the quality of
coffee and also obtain different types of coffee flavor
profile. These coffee flavor profiles obtained can then be
applied to the large roasting machines.
In traditional roasting machines, barrels (Open Drum
Roasters) were used for roasting. However, barrels were
different Closed Drums. One could not regulate the
drum’s pressure nor the coffee beans’ temperature.
Therefore, the coffee profile formed in the sample coffee
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roasting machine could not be applied in industrial
coffee roasting machines. Even if you reached the same
color, the coffee flavors would be different.
These challenges are not in the new generation of
sample roasting machines in today’s world. The new
type of sample coffee roasting machines like Cafemino
developed by Toper Company can roast from 50g/
batch to 6 kg/batch and are compatible with industrial
machines. Pressure values, drum structure and
temperature control of the sample roasting machines
are same compared to the industrial machines. One
can therefore use the new generation sample roasting
machine and obtain the desired profile instead of using
the industrial machines for sample roasting.
The profiles obtained from the sample roast can then
be applied to the large-capacity industrial roasting
machines.
The new generation sample roasting machines have the
options to install a software that records the roasting
profiles of the coffees. It then becomes possible to
transfer the roasting profiles to the industrial machine.
These kinds of new generation sample coffee roasting
machines which work with gas and electric do not
require a lot of space and neither a chimney. They can
therefore easily be used in laboratory environments.
In summary, with these machines, you achieve your
desired coffee profile with less coffee and energy
consumption.
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THREE POST-HARVEST
CHALLENGES THAT AFFECT
GREEN COFFEE BEANS
Keeping the irresistible taste and aroma of coffee intact—from farm to cup—is
challenging to say the least. Before green coffee beans reach the roasters or
during the post-harvest stage alone, there are multiple factors that can cause
them harm or damage. In this article, let’s take a look at some of these hurdles
to preserving coffee quality and learn how to overcome them.
Unpredictable weather

T

here are two types of green
coffee bean processing after
harvest: the dry and wet
methods. For the first approach, as
the name implies, the beans are
dried immediately after harvest until
the moisture content is at about 10.5
to 12%. The wet process, meanwhile,
involves removing the fruit that
covers the seeds before finally
sending them for drying. While the
first step varies for different methods,
all green coffee beans undergo
drying, a critical stage that will
determine the quality of coffee.
In this stage, however, there is a big
roadblock: the ever-changing and
unpredictable weather. During the
cold season, for instance, it takes

long periods for coffee beans to dry,
which makes them more susceptible
to reabsorb moisture. This, in turn,
encourages mold growth which can
also lead to fungal contamination.
During the dry season, the challenge
comes in the form of intermittent
rain which leave handlers
unprepared, as these cause the
rewetting of beans. It results in the
dissolution of soluble compounds in
the seeds, which drastically affect the
flavor and aroma of coffee.
To solve this problem, farmers or
handlers can use advanced drying
facilities instead of manual sun
drying. These ensure that their
commodities are safe, in spite of
the unpredictability of weather
conditions.

GrainPro
Collapsible Dryer
Case for coffee
sun drying.
Photo Credits:
GrainPro.
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Poor storage conditions
Apart from the unpredictability
of weather during the drying
process, storage is also a challenge,
especially for small-holder farmers.
Typically, smallholder farmers store
green coffee beans in jute sacks or
polypropylene (PP) sacks as these
are more affordable. An added
side benefit is that jute sacks are
also organic, which make them
environment friendly.
But although jute and PP bags have
been trusted by farmers for decades,
they do not guarantee commodity
protection from all factors that can
cause damage or loss. These bags are
still vulnerable to insect infestation
and changes in moisture, as some
are permeable to water vapor and
gases in ambient air. Since jute bags
and PP sacks are not hermetic or
air-tight, they allow moisture into
coffee, particularly when these are
stored in humid environments such
as warehouses. The result then,
is that these sacks attract fungal
contaminants.

Fortunately, farmers and handlers can
easily solve this problem by turning
to jute bags with hermetically sealed
liners or hermetic bags that are
air-and-moisture tight. These types
of storage are more reliable when
it comes to protecting the precious
green coffee beans from insect
infestation, changes in moisture, and
ultimately, damage and loss
Problems during transport or
shipment
The coffee beans’ challenging
journey does not end in storage.
There too, is the challenge of
shipping these beans all over the
world. According to the Food and
Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the
United Nations (UN), coffee beans are
the second major traded commodity
next to oil. More than 50 developing
countries grow and export them to
major consumers such as the United
States of America, Europe, and Japan.
Normally, the transportation of
coffee beans is by sea. This exposes
the beans to two challenges that
can affect the flavor and aroma:
reabsorption of moisture and
condensation. The first one occurs
when beans are exposed to warm
and humid conditions during

transport. Condensation, meanwhile,
happens as the container of coffee
beans moves from warm to cooler
climates.
To maintain the right moisture
content of coffee beans, it is
recommended that handlers also use
air-and-moisture tight or hermetic
bags. Using transport solutions such
as the TranSafelinerTM, which is a
hermetic liner designed for shipping
containers, is also recommended.
This will ensure the quality of coffee
beans as it moves from any climate

GrainPro Bags for Ultra-hermetic
protection of the coffee beans during
Storage and Transportation. Photo
credits: La Bodega Coffee.

GrainPro specializes in using Ultra
Hermetic™ Technology in drying,
storing, and transporting green
coffee beans and other commodities.
These solutions protect the crops
against insect infestation, mold
growth, inclement weather and
more.

GrainPro TranSafelinerTM for Ultra-Hermetic protection of
coffee beans during the sea transit.
For more information about GrainPro solutions, please visit www.grainpro.
com or contact through email at: customercare@grainpro.com .
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SPECIALTY COFFEE
MARKET OPPORTUNITIES:
TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION TO
INCREASE QUALITY AND PRODUCTIVITY
The specialty coffee market continues to increase and strengthen,
with a strong upward trend in consumption in various regions of
the globe, especially in Asia. This market is estimated to grow from
$ 35 billion in 2018 to over $ 85 billion in 20251 . A market that
demands specialties and different flavors, increasingly exotic, but
with a differential: now buyers also want higher volumes.

C

onsumption growth in
countries such as India and
China, driven mainly by
millenials and the new middle class
of these two world powers, should
further boost demand for specialty
coffees. Coffee growers concerned
with diversifying their production
and income should embrace this
market opportunity.
For coffee growers, challenges
in specialty coffee are huge. In
Brazil, for example, the production
of specialty coffee is growing
dramatically, imposing new quality
and productivity parameters on
Central American, South American
and African growers.
Just as a means of comparison, Brazil
exported 6.9 million bags of either
certified or superior quality coffee,
until November 2019, according to
Cecafé (Brazilian Coffee Exporters
Council)2 . The volume represented
18.6% of the total coffee exported

until November 2019, a growth of
23.4% compared to the same period
of 2018. Foreign exchange revenue
was US $ 1.1 billion in the period,
representing 23.5% of Brazil’s total
revenue from exports in 2019.
Brazil’s entry into the specialty coffee
market, a phenomenon of the last
15 years, has resulted in increased
competition for traditional specialty
coffee producing countries in Central
America, Colombia and Africa,
especially in terms of volume. As
a result, buyers’ demand for such
origins is more and more focused on
micro lots, and the tendency is for
an approximation between buyer
and grower, with the former eager to
explore the particularities and special
attributes of coffee beans from a
specific region.
The recipe to face and adapt yourself
to those new challenges is to
increase investments in technical
improvements, as changing to most
productive varieties or using post-

1 Specialty Coffee Market to Hit $ 83.5 Billion by 2025. In:
https://www.comunicaffe.com/global-specialty-coffee-market-to-hit-83-5-billion-by-2025-says-report/
2 Monthly report – November 2019. Brazilian Coffee Exporters Council
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harvest processing technology.
In Brazil, for instance, following
the “pulped natural” revolution
in the 1990s, the next steps were
to increase the production of
fermented, fully washed and natural
coffees. With such move, Brazil has
increased its diversity of cup profiles
with technology, attracting new
buyers, eager for quality, volume and
prices that are more competitive.
Luckily, cutting-edge post-harvest
processing technology is today
available to coffee growers all over
the world and specifically designed
to each region particular needs
and challenges, as it happens with
equipment focused on the needs of
the African coffee grower.
For this technological revolution,
companies such as Brazil’s Palinialves
played a key role in training farmers
and expanding their technology
portfolio. For example, one can
mention Palinialves’ eco-friendly
Ecozero pulper, the only one
available in the market capable of
pulping coffee cherries without the
use of water. Coffee pulping usually
consumes a lot of water, which needs
to be treated before being disposed
into the environment again. The
Ecozero pulper solves this problem
in a practical and economical way.
In addition, it is a fact that in many
regions of the African continent
water supply is a challenge, therefore
technology helps the coffee grower

The recipe to face and adapt
yourself to those new challenges
is to increase investments in
technical improvements, as
changing to most productive
varieties or using post-harvest
processing technology.

to have a high quality final product
even when water is a scarce resource.
Knowing that the production of
specialty coffees is even more
focused on smaller batches with
higher quality differentials, the
Brazilian manufacturer recently
launched the PA-TRIFLEX-1C hulling
unit, a compact machine for small
and micro producers that hull
parchment coffee and grade the
coffee into screen sizes, bringing
convenience and efficiency to

farmers. This release caters to the East
African specialty coffee and micro-lot
producers.
Lastly, it is important to mention
the improved control in the
drying process of coffee batches.
Technology is increasingly accessible
not only to large producers, but also
to medium and small. Palinialves’
Wireless Digital Temperature
Controller for Rotary Dryers has
brought about a major change
in the way coffee growers are

tracking the preparation of their
batches. The equipment allows the
minimum and maximum control of
the temperature of the coffee bean
in the drying process and the air
inlet temperature, ensuring safety
and reliability for the operator. As
a result, coffee growers are able to
improve the standardization of their
coffee batches, assuring buyers more
homogeneous and higher quality
lots.
A market that continues to grow,
specialty coffees are still an
opportunity for all coffee producing
countries; after all, the big and single
origins continue to be a demand
from consumers, more demanding in
quality and sustainability.
Growers who know how to take
advantage of this opportunity
by investing in technology and
marketing their coffee tend to take
up more and more space in the
minds of these avid consumers,
especially Asian buyers.
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CONGOLESE WOMEN’S
QUEST TO BOOST DOMESTIC
COFFEE CONSUMPTION
JULIE KAVIRA KAMUNGELE

National Representative
Initiative des Femmes dans Café Cacao (IFCCA)

The global coffee industry is currently facing multiple challenges
ranging from climate change, gender equality to coffee price
crisis that jeopardizes the economic sustainability and survival
of 25 million households whose livelihood depend on coffee
production. Given the fact that the DR Congo is not immune to
this generalized situation, Congolese women united under IFCCA
are striving to encourage domestic coffee consumption in order to
address some of the above-mentioned issues.

A

lthough reliable data on
RD Congo internal coffee
consumption is hard to find,
it is important to mention that the
Congolese population is traditionally
tea drinking in general, except in
few northwestern regions such as
Ubangi, where coffee drinking is
customary. Coffee consumption
in the RDC is mostly dominated
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by imported cheap instant-coffees
(Nescafé, Africa Choice, …).
Nonetheless , there is a current
observable trend characterized by
the emergence of new coffee shops
such as Café Kivu (Beni), Noosy
Coffee (Kinshasa), Le Chalet (Goma)
and the availability on the local
market of domestically roasted coffee
brands such as Domaine de Katale,
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Kahawa Bora Kivu, Café Carioca,
etc. The opportunity that this
progressively growing demand offers
has led IFCCA to seek to develop an
array of activities aiming to boost
domestic consumption that would
result income generation for women
working along the coffee value chain.
Created in 2017, IFCCA (Initiative
des Femmes dans le Café Cacao) is
a platform of dynamic Congolese
women involved in coffee and
cocoa value chains with the aim to
empower women and to mentor
the youth. IFCCA participates in
national, regional, and international
dialogues and events relating to
the economic empowerment of
women. IFCCA membership is
composed of smallholder producers
organized in cooperatives, coffee
exporters, extension workers, NGO
representatives, and government
professionals. Through its different
actions IFCCA has supported its
members to be more visible in the
local and international markets and
to provide opportunities for them to
improve their skills in different areas
such as good agricultural practices,
quality assessment, cupping, barista
training, roasting, packaging and
marketing.
Here are some activities being
undertaken by IFCCA in order to
boost domestic coffee consumption
1) Trainings: IFFCA has conducted

IFCCA (Initiative des Femmes dans le Café Cacao) is a
platform of dynamic Congolese women involved in coffee
and cocoa value chains with the aim to empower women
and to mentor the youth.
a series of trainings in GAP,
harvesting techniques, primary
processing, selective sorting,
artisanal roasting, packaging,
labeling, and marketing.
2) Events: For visibility purposes,
IFCCA has participated in local,
regional and international events
in order to capture business
opportunities that these event
presents:
■ International Coffee Day: With
collaboration of actors from public
and private sector, in order to
celebrate the diversity in coffee,
as prescribed by the International
Coffee Organization, IFCCA
co-organized the ICD where it
displayed Congo coffee varieties,
brewing techniques, …which
brought extensive enthusiasm to
coffee consumption.
■ Saveur du Kivu is a specialty
coffee event, which held annually
in the town of Bukavu. Its major
focus is Congo Arabica cupping
competition and local coffee

stakeholders and international
buyers attend it. During this event,
in addition to participate various
industry discussion panels, IFCCA
held a stand where its members
products were showcased and
offered the tasting of coffee from
different terroirs
■ African Fine Coffee Conference
and Exhibition: IFCCA attended
this premier regional coffee event
to promote and feature Congo
Women Coffee. This resulted in
networking, gaining access to
knowledge and skills development
from the global coffee industry.
With lessons learned translated
into practical actions, ….. this
lead to the interest of coffee
consumption in the RDC.
■ Let’s Talk Coffee: Invited by the
Relationship Coffee Institute, the
non-profit affiliate of Sustainable
Harvest Coffee Importers, IFCCA
delegates participated in the event
held in Columbia and Rwanda,
where they had opportunities

to learn from the experience
other females who have led
organizations from production
level to roasting, marketing,
and even using coffee tourism
as an income generator. The
lessons learned helped IFCCA
to polish its members roasting
techniques and packaging, which
translated in boosting RDC women
coffee visibility and implicitly
had an impact on driving local
consumption:
■ The Queen Elizabeth II Birthday
Party: At the invitation of the
British Embassy in Kinshasa, IFCCA
was among the organizations
selected by the DfID to attend
the “Queen’s Birthday Party” at
the U.K. Ambassador’s residence.
At this event invited delegates
held a stand, exhibited, and make
freshly roasted and brewed Congo
Coffee to the general public that
savored the bests of the diverse
DRC production origin. This
was mostly strategic to IFCCA’s
domestic consumption campaign
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Looking at what is currently happening internationally as
far as coffee prices are concerned, IFCCA strongly believes
it could make a contribution to mitigate the negative effects
this is having on the DRC’s economy. Through its different
activities, IFCCA has been doing what it can to boost
domestic consumption.

in that it had an emulating effect
for the DRC young professional
who were present could see and
learn by observation the way the
diplomatic community savored
and praised Congolese coffee.
■ Semaine Française: Organized
by the Diplomatic Mission of the
Republic of France in Kinshasa,
this event was held at Pullman
Hotel for a week, and different
companies had the opportunity
to display their products services.
IFCCA in partnership with Sultani
Makutano, was able to sell its
members’ products and engage
in discussions on the hype about
coffee culture worldwide and the
opportunities that the DRC has
to align with this current trend
given the richness in attributes of
its different coffees. This message
was mostly appealing to the
young and professional living in
the metropolitan and the multi-
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cultural hub of Kinshasa Capital.
■ Foire Internationale de Kinshasa
(FIKIN): Having validated IFCCA’s
capacity in coordinating events
pertaining to women produced
items promotion and local coffee
consumption, the DRC’s national
coffee regulatory body ONAPAC
(Office National des Produits
Agricoles) invited IFCCA to co-host
a stand at FIKIN, an annual national
exhibition focusing on commercial,
industrial, agricultural and artisanal
aspects of Congolese life. Once
again the organization seized the
opportunity to sell its members
products and promote the
consumption of locally produced
coffee and chocolate.
3) IFCCA Coffee Kiosks: These are
point of sales located in selected
channel of distributions such as
hotels, ports, gas stations, where
women produced, processed,
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and packaged coffee is sold. The
constant increases in sales made
through these kiosks are evidences
of the awareness of the public
of local coffee and its gradual
increase in consumption.
4) Local Retailers & Cafés Linking:
Given the fact that market access
is not so easy, IFCCA has been
doing intermediation between
women-produced-coffees and
well-established retailers and
cafés such as Noosy Coffee,
Espace Bilembo, City Market
Supermarket, Au Qualitex store so
that women’s produced coffee can
reach general public. The everincreasing demand from these
establishments is an indication
that the need for these products is
on the rise, and therefore domestic
consumption is gaining its place,
among the imported brands that
still dominate local supermarkets.

5) Coffee, Youth, and Arts
Combination: Perhaps the most
innovative concept that IFCCA has
put in place this year is partnering
with Académie Kivu Art (AKA)
to put in place a Cultural Center,
whose aim is youth, art, and coffee
intersect. Working collaboratively
in the same premise, AKA seeks
to stimulate artistic talents in local
youth and IFCCA, in addition to
empowering women, is mentoring
the youth, while teaching them
the importance of coffee as
cultural heritage of the Kivu
Region. This integration of coffee,
youth, and arts is inciting a new
way to look at coffee beyond it
just being a commodity or mere
beverage, but a source of status
and cultural pride, and this is
opening doors for a new wave of
local consumers.
6) Communication: Despite
the hardships in connectivity

that prevails in the DRC, IFCCA
has been doing its best to be
connected to the world, in
order to learn, and also to share
its activities, and engage in
exchanges with a whole myriad of
people in the global coffee chain.
It has been interesting to witness
the number of active followers on
social media platforms increase,
and the sharing of stories and
images of individuals about
their experience in consuming
coffee. This again is a modest
acknowledgment that the sharing
we do somehow and somewhere
have an impact on somebody
consuming coffee or wanting to
consume coffee.
It is obvious that, although young
since its creation and limited in its
resources, the DRC Women in Coffee
Platform, IFCCA, can pride itself to
be among organizations that are
dynamizing the Congolese Coffee

sector. Looking at what is currently
happening internationally as far
as coffee prices are concerned,
IFCCA strongly believes it could
make a contribution to mitigate
the negative effects this is having
on the DRC’s economy. Through its
different activities, IFCCA has been
doing what it can to boost domestic
consumption.
As the DR Congo will develop
the taste for coffee, domestic
consumption will continue to rise,
and our country could maybe break
away from its dependence on the
international market volatility and
develop a new source of demand
domestically that will be able to
absorb a descent volume the
domestic production and this will be
for the benefit of all those who are
involved in the sector along the value
chain from seed to cup.
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ENSURING ECONOMIC
VIABILITY AND SUSTAINABILITY
OF COFFEE PRODUCTION
Report by the Columbia Center on Sustainable Investment (CCSI). The study, led by
Professor Jeffrey Sachs, was commissioned by the nonprofit World Coffee Producers forum
and some of its most influential members, including the International Coffee Organization,
the Colombian Coffee Growers Federation (FNC), the African Fine Coffees Association and
the Inter-American Development Bank and Promecafe.

A

ccording to Ishak Lukenge,
Chairman of the African Fine
Coffees Association, “many
producers have come to a point where
they cannot even take adequate care
of their families, let alone their farms
or their communities. In the current
almost monopsonic situation, the
more profitable links of the value chain,
especially the roasters and retailers,
cannot avoid their responsibility and
must secure the future of the whole
chain.”
Coffee is the world’s favorite beverage,
with an estimated 400 billion cups
consumed per year. Coffee provides
livelihoods for at least 60 million
people, across dozens of countries.
Coffee is healthful and protective
against many chronic diseases. For
these and other reasons, promoting
the long-term health, wellbeing, and
environmental sustainability of the
much beloved coffee sector should
be a clear priority.
Yet
coffee is experiencing a
sustainability crisis, stemming from
unsustainable economic, social, and
environmental aspects of coffee
production. The recent decline
in world coffee prices has further
squeezed coffee producers and
thrown a tremendous number of
producers below the global extreme
poverty line of US$1.90 per day. While
many consumers willingly pay high
prices for coffee, coffee farmers receive
a tiny fraction of that retail price. At
these low farmgate prices, coffee
production is not economically viable
for a significant number, perhaps a
majority, of coffee farmers.
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The sustained low prices hurt even
more as coffee producers begin to
bear the brunt of climate change and
variability. Climate change is expected
to undermine the suitability of coffee
across large regions, to decrease
coffee bean quality, and to increase
the risk of coffee diseases.
The coffee industry as a whole has
an interest in ensuring that coffee
production can adapt to climate
change, yet it currently lacks effective
industry-wide responses. For now,
producers lose the most when
climate-induced weather events and
diseases wipe out crops or reduce
their quality.
Although coffee producers shoulder
the biggest risks of low prices and
climate-induced events, farmworkers
in the coffee industry can be even
more vulnerable. In the worst
cases, workers have been found in
“conditions analogous to slavery”—
even on certified farms. More
generally, farmworkers on both noncertified and certified farms can be
vulnerable to exploitation, and many
are not paid the required minimum
wage.
There are, of course, bright spots
within the coffee sector. Highly
efficient producers, especially in Brazil
and Vietnam, for example, are able to
make a profit even at today’s low prices.
Producers who grow high-quality
coffee and who are able to access
ethically minded specialty roasters can
command prices significantly above
the quoted international price. Some
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producers have found ways to capture
more of the final retail price, including
through producer-owned businesses
that sell directly to consumers. Yet,
these remain bright spots juxtaposed
against the grim reality faced by
producers around the world.
Four years after the adoption of the
Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs), and in the face of the ongoing
price and climate crises, the coffee
sector now stands at a crossroads. Will
the coffee sector continue following
a business-as-usual trajectory of
limited and piecemeal sustainability
endeavors, which would ultimately
result in further concentration of
coffee producers and heightened
supply risks? Or will the coffee sector
undertake strong concerted efforts
to support a more sustainable and
resilient future for producers and the
sector overall?
Coffee Sector Snapshot:
Consolidation at Both Ends of the
Value Chain
Beyond the collapse of the
International Coffee Agreement’s
quota regime, the most fundamental
reason for lower prices post-1990
appears to be the continued rise of
productivity of Brazil and Vietnam.
From the 3.7 million tons of coffee
added to world production between
1995 and 2017, 83% came from
Brazil and Vietnam. Yield rates have
increased by over 100% in Vietnam
and 30% in Brazil in that time period.
Those increases contrast starkly with
the relatively stable yields for most
other coffee-producing countries.

Our model suggests that today’s low
prices are only moderately lower
than the long-term equilibrium.
Prices are further pushed down by
a strong US Dollar, a weak Brazilian
Real, and, potentially, the increased
market power of buyers. While the
financialization of the futures market
may contribute to short-term price
fluctuations, we do not believe that
this phenomenon is the main driver
for recent low prices.
Alongside
low
coffee
prices,
production costs for producers have
also increased (particularly sharply
since 2010), further squeezing
incomes. These low prices and rising
costs have increased the concentration
of coffee producers. Under a businessas-usual pathway, this consolidation
is likely to continue, resulting in less
variety in origins, in tastes, and in
quality, with a potential dampening
effect on demand; lost smallholder
knowledge; and heightened supply
risks of large- scale disruptions and
greater price volatility.
In stark contrast to the millions of
coffee producers currently suffering
an economic crisis, the roaster and
retail sector is flourishing. Total coffee
industry revenues are estimated
at between $200-250 billion. The
profitability of the coffee sector and
its growth potential have led to
consolidation. In the grocery market
segment, brands are increasingly
intertwined, and working to sell at
higher premiums.
Brand market power and the resulting
high margins of leading roasters
and retailers have been driven in
particular by increased value addition
in importing countries, which comes
through the development of lucrative
“intangible” aspects of coffee. The
evidence suggests that a rising share
of total coffee-sector income is
earned downstream, with enormous
markups and returns for intangibles
such as brand.
The starkly contrasting situations of
profitable downstream actors and
suffering upstream ones may lead
an important segment of consumers
to strongly question whether the

brands they trust support producers’
economic sustainability. This plausibly
could shift some brand loyalty towards
companies that are better partners
for producers; it may also create an
opportunity for producers to capture
more of the final retail price through
marketing directly to consumers.

the Brazilian Real experiences a real
depreciation compared with the
dollar and euro. Third, what happens if
world demand increases? The increase
in supply is met by high-productivity
Brazilian coffee production with
supply from low-tech ROW remaining
unchanged.

Global Supply and Demand –
Analytical Model
The world coffee price is determined
by global supply and demand. To
simplify the reasoning for ease of
understanding, it is useful to divide
the global supply for Arabica coffee
into two parts, Brazil and the rest of
the world (ROW). Brazil’s coffee sector
is composed of a low-productivity
and non-mechanized subsector, and
a high-productivity and mechanized
subsector with a highly elastic
supply curve when prices reach a
certain level. This is because Brazil
has millions of hectares of land that
were previously cultivated for coffee
production, but are not currently used
for that purpose. This land could be
returned to coffee production under
the right price conditions.

We also revised the model to account
for imperfect competition in the coffee
industry: in particular, potential market
power in the roast-retailer segment
of the market, given the increasing
consolidation of this segment. This
is a valid concern, given increasing
concentration in the roaster-retailer
component of the market, as well as
the increased intertwining of brands
through various branding and sales
agreements.

Outside of Brazil, there is considerably
less available land to bring into new
coffee production and most coffee
lands are in mountainous regions
that are not suitable for mechanized
harvesting. Production is labor
intensive and yields are lower. ROW’s
supply curve is therefore inelastic and
the main opportunity for increased
production and profitability in ROW is
related to higher yields and quality on
existing coffee farms.
This analytical model allows us to ask
and answer three important questions.
First, what happens if ROW improves
its coffee farming techniques? Output
in the ROW rises, while production in
high-yield Brazilian farms contracts
by the same amount. The world price
remains unchanged. Second, what
happens if high-yield Brazil further
improves its technologies? Production
in high- yield Brazil expands, while
production in ROW and in low-yield
Brazil contracts, and world coffee
consumption rises at a lower world
price. A similar outcome occurs if

At the farm gate, the big difference
between a competitive buyer and
a monopsonistic buyer of coffee is
that the monopsonistic buyer has
the incentive and the ability to put
downward pressure on the price paid
to the producers. When a market faces
a monopsonistic buyer, it may set a
minimum price without endangering
the quantity purchased. Since the
monopsonist can no longer push the
farmgate price lower, it would buy up
the entire quantity available; doing so
will still earn it a net profit.
Although there is probably little
monopsonistic power vis-à-vis Brazil’s
high-tech producers given that their
supply elasticity is quite high, it may
be true that coffee producers in ROW
are facing increased monopsonistic
pressures. If these pressures exist,
creating a minimum price linked to
the Brazil high-tech farmgate price
might be a workable and beneficial
solution for ROW producers.
Global Supply and Demand –
Empirical Model
To quantify the relationships illustrated
in our analytical model and test for
potential climate change impacts,
we developed quantitative coffee
supply and demand models. These
are grounded on high-resolution data,
account for regional differences, and
are projected under climate change.
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The empirical results are as follows:
• Under a business-as-usual scenario,
by 2050, average warming in coffee
producing regions will be 2.8 °C
(up from 1.5 °C today), and the
average temperatures in 90% of
the tropics will exceed the current
1-in-100 year annual temperatures
heat events.
•

•

•

•

By 2050, we project 75% of suitable
land for Arabica coffee production
and 63% of land for Robusta
coffee production to be lost. In 20
countries, including Honduras and
India, the remaining suitable land
will be less than the land currently
under coffee cultivation.
If prices remain unchanged,
average yields are projected to
decrease by 7% and planted area
to be reduced by 13% by 2050.
Total production of Arabica coffee
declines by 10%, but production
of Robusta coffee increases due to
yield increases in Vietnam.
Considerable yield gaps exist, and
closing these would both increase
total production and the share
of the market held by countries
other than Brazil and Vietnam.
Improving agricultural practices
and engaging in renovation and
rehabilitation of coffee trees could
increase global Arabica coffee
production by 18% and Robusta
coffee production by 16%.
If coffee were to return to areas
that it previously occupied, global
production could increase by 60%.
Over the next decades, significant
changes to coffee demand will
also occur, driven by expanding
consumption
in
emerging
markets, the rise of capsule use,
and continued activity in the
specialty market. As a result, total
consumption is expected to
increase by 26% by 2030, under a
business- as-usual scenario, with
most of the demand increases
coming
from
developing
countries.
We do not expect a significant
recovery of prices without
intervention.
Despite
the
combined effects of climate
change and increased demand, the
potential for low-cost production
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in Brazil is expected to prevent
prices from rising more than $1/kg.
Without efforts to close yield gaps,
76% of the predicted increase
in demand will be provided by
Brazil and Vietnam, thereby further
concentrating coffee production in
these two countries and reducing
variety in origins and quality.
Addressing Coffee Sustainability
Coffee’s sustainability crisis has thrown
into stark relief one indisputable
fact: the current structure of the
coffee industry is not working
well for most producers. In light
of this reality, we make several
recommendations.
1. National Coffee Sustainability
Plans
We suggest that each coffeeproducing country develop a National
Coffee Sustainability Plan (NCSP), that
accounts for differentiated needs,
challenges, and opportunities within
the country’s coffee sector. At their
core, NCSPs would offer clear strategic
plans for supporting producers,
promoting
sustainable
coffee
production, and aligning producing
regions with the SDGs.
The design of NCSPs should be
done through multi-stakeholder,
participatory,
inclusive,
and
transparent processes. We suggest
that they could be prepared by multistakeholder Country Coffee Platforms
(CCPs) in each coffee-producing
country.
There is not a one-size-fits-all
approach for NCSPs. However,
each NCSP should include a focus
on the following collective goods:
(a) Developing and implementing
comprehensive climate change
adaptation
strategies,
including
insurance options; (b) ensuring onfarm financing options at attractive
rates for producers; (c) strengthening
on-farm support to viable small- and
medium- scale producers with a focus
on increasing their profitability; (d)
implementing other improvements to
the enabling environment for farmers,
such as formalizing and protecting
land rights of small-scale producers;
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(e) supporting producers’ market
opportunities; (f ) providing income
support to the poorest farmers during
periods of sustained low prices; (g)
help support broader realization of
the SDGs in coffee-growing regions;
and (h) strengthening capacity to
enforce compliance with labor laws,
monitor deforestation and other
environmental harms.
The activities to be undertaken
under NCSPs should be designed
and implemented using a gendersensitive approach. Implementation
and monitoring of many activities
could also be facilitated through
the use of mobile applications, new
technologies, and other innovations.
2. A Global Coffee Fund
Underpinned by a MultiStakeholder Approach
A Global Coffee Fund (GCF), financed
by the main coffee industry actors
and used to leverage additional
public sector funding, would enable
stakeholders to implement activities
under the NCSPs. The GCF would be
a key pre-competitive initiative of the
coffee sector to fill critical financing
gaps for sustainability investments
in coffee-producing regions. The
GCF would multiply, at a far greater
scale, the public-private efforts that
have been undertaken by specific
companies within their own coffee
supply chains, and would ensure the
necessary financing for more robust
and comprehensive sustainability
efforts. The pre-competitive industry
funding would be complemented
by: 1) increased funding by bilateral
and multilateral donors, 2) increased
commitments in the national budgets
of coffee-growing nations, and 3)
commercial investments by the
private sector within their own value
chains.
The GCF is not charity. Rather, it
is an avenue for downstream and
midstream actors such as roasters,
retailers, and traders to fulfill their
co-responsibility for achieving a
sustainable coffee sector and to
shoulder more of the risks that
currently fall too heavily on producers
alone.

The operations and governance of the
Global Coffee Fund would integrate
strong oversight through a multistakeholder Governing Board, local
ownership of planning through the
CCP, and independent expert support.
Governance mechanisms would be
designed to guard against corruption
and fraud. To minimize redundancy
and the need to develop entirely
new bureaucracies, the GCF could
potentially be hosted by one or more
existing multi-stakeholder initiatives
focused on coffee sustainability.
Our estimates suggest that the
amount of money needed to
make considerable progress on
implementing activities under the
NCSPs is in the region of US$10bn per
year. We provisionally suggest a goal
of raising $2.5bn per year through
pre-competitive
private
sector
contributions to the GCF. Using the
2018 global export number of 7.3bn
kg of green coffee, this would amount
to 34 cents per kg of green coffee
contributed to the GCF, which is in
the range of 0.25-0.50 cents per cup.
In other words, the targeted level of
funding would require no more than
half a penny per cup sold.
Taken together, these various
contributions would result in a 25%
allocation of the overall funding
goal for each main source of funds:
the GCF, donors, producing-country
governments,
and
competitive
private sector investments. Such an
approach would embody a publicprivate partnership grounded in
equally shared responsibility between
the public and the private sectors.
While these private sector and public
sector funds would be roughly
equal at the global level, money
from the GCF would not have to be
distributed in equal proportions for
each participating country. Doing so
would enable the GCF to support all
coffee-producing countries, while
also taking into consideration the
country-specific needs and funding
opportunities that each country has
(e.g., government budgets, private
sector competitive investments), as
well as prioritizing the SDG gaps in

the poorest places and for the poorest
producers and workers.
The scale of contributions suggested
for the GCF is much higher than the
current sustainability spend within
the coffee industry, yet it is entirely
reasonable as a fraction of the overall
value of the industry, particularly
given the significant benefits that
would accrue to coffee industry
actors if a sustainable coffee future
were realized. We suggest that the
largest roasters, retailers, and traders
should be both the forerunners in
contributing to the fund, as well as
the entities that contribute the most.
These actors have outsized impacts on
the industry, should have particularly
strong interests in a sustainable coffee
future, and proportionally have the
largest responsibilities for ensuring
the long-term sustainability of coffee
value chains.
Taken together, the National Coffee
Sustainability Plans and the Global
Coffee Fund provide a means to
implement the strategic locally owned
actions within countries and the
significant investments throughout
the sector that are necessary for
a sustainable coffee industry and
thriving coffee producers.
3. Increasing Producer Profits
The coffee industry has changed
significantly in recent years, which
has created new challenges for many
producers, but also opens up new
opportunities. In particular, the high
consolidation of the industry, and
the mainstreaming of e-commerce
technologies and mobile applications
for farmers, provide unique conditions
to depart from the traditional coffee
business model that has become
increasingly unsustainable for many
coffee producers.
We suggest that producing countries
as a group seriously examine two
options for capturing more of the
retail price of coffee. The first, as
mentioned above, is implementing a
minimum price linked to the farmgate
price of the high productivity sector
in Brazil. The second is supporting
producers to harness the potential

of new technologies to improve
their incomes. The development of
e- commerce has the potential to
reduce market concentration and
provide a means for producers to
add and capture more value through
more
direct-to-consumer
sale
models. Although currently niche,
direct-to-consumer models have
potential to scale with sustained
institutional support. This could
include aggregating producers for
economies of scale, and making the
administrative and logistical aspects
feasible for many producers. Some
of the institutional support needed
could potentially be undertaken by
producer associations. This could
include, for example, identifying and
negotiating better rates with existing
entities and companies that could
provide necessary services, such
as transport or distribution. Online
retail is also fiercely competitive, and
producers can be at a disadvantage
given the high consumer loyalty
to major brands. To break through
the competition, significant offline
investments would have to be
made by producers and supporting
institutions on marketing, quality
control, and logistics.
Way forward
Coffee
sector
actors
have
acknowledged deep sustainability
concerns, particularly in light of the
ongoing price crisis and impending
climate crisis. Multiple calls for global
collective action have been made.
In this report, we address these calls,
and we recommend strategies that
provide ambitious yet achievable
pathways for making coffee truly
sustainable.
We very much welcome feedback
on the ideas presented herein and
we look forward to continuing to
build our analysis in partnership with
producers, industry actors, and the
many other stakeholders focused on
making coffee sustainable.
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DOMESTIC COFFEE
CONSUMPTION IN UGANDA:
WOMEN LEADING THE WAY
Meet Rose Kato, the legendary woman at the forefront of driving domestic
coffee consumption in Uganda. Rose is the proprietor of the Zicofe Coffee
brand, established in Uganda in 1984. Rose maintained Zicofe Café in Japan
for more than five years, before she opened it up in Uganda.

Z

igoti Coffee is a favorite roasted
and ground coffee blend on
shelves in many shops and
supermarkets in Uganda, introduced
to the Uganda coffee drinkers over
five years ago. This product is the
story of Ugandan coffee right from
farm to cup. The rich aroma of the
single origin Robusta grown in
relatively low-lying areas of Central
Uganda and the Arabica sourced
directly from farmers in higheraltitude coffee growing regions of
Uganda welcomes you to newly
opened Zicofe Café in Ntinda at the
outskirts of Kampala City, opened in
July 2019.
The IWCA Uganda Chapter had
the opportunity to engage in
conversation Rose Kato. Rose shared
her coffee agribusiness story—a
journey of thirty-three years that
started in 1986. Rose started as a
coffee farmer and coffee processor.
This is a business she jointly pursued
with her late husband.
Through the years, Zigoti Coffee
evolved into a coffee export
company. In 1996, the husband
exited the family business and
entrusted it to Rose who has
expanded the export business to
now include a roastery and the
coffee shop, Zicofe Café.
Rose’s story demonstrates a living
example that women’s economic
empowerment is possible. She
provides a living testimony of a
woman actively participating in all
phases of the coffee value chain—
from farm to cup. Asked what her
message was to women out there,
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Rose says, “I would like to encourage
women to be proactive, transparent
and believe in themselves while
embracing family businesses for
prosperity of the home”.
Rose’s approach to the promotion of
domestic coffee consumption is built
on passion and years of experience
and observation of the broad
changes that have shaped the coffee
industry world over. Rose says that
the trends evolved from consuming
coffee as a beverage to appreciating
it in totality. To Rose, coffee
appreciation ranges from consciously
embracing the aromas and coffee
flavors to just enjoying a great cup of
coffee to start off the day.
“The great cup of coffee just doesn’t
happen”, she says. Rose treats the
Robusta coffee from her 70-acre farm
at Zigoti, along Mityana Road and
carefully selects outstanding Arabica
coffee from Mountain Elgon MultiPurpose Cooperative Society to get
the raw materials for her famous
blend. She specifically prioritizes
coffee from women although she will
buy from all cooperative members.
Given the presence of a handful
of coffee roasters in Uganda, Rose
invested in a 50kg-per-batch and a
25kg-per-batch roastery that roasts
the Zicofe blend medium roast. This
facility is one of the few that offer toll
roasting services in Uganda. Coffee
farmers, coffee dealers and coffee
enthusiasts who need to join the
coffee business are invited to visit
Zicofe Roastery located on 5th Street,
Bugolobi Industrial Area in Kampala.
At the roastery, Rose’s team is always
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glad to speak to you, provide you
with guidance on coffee roasting and
will walk you through the facility and
answer questions related to coffee
roasting.
Zicofe Café is a one-stop coffee shop
that processes and serves coffee
mainly grown by women in Uganda.
Women and men are all invited to
visit Zicofe Café in Ntinda to enjoy
a great cup of coffee and a true
Ugandan ambience. By taking Zicofe
Coffee, you make an invaluable
contribution in supporting a smallholder woman somewhere in rural
Uganda—who is working tirelessly
each single day to produce quality
coffee to support her family.
Rose highlights several challenges
associated with coffee consumption,
and consequently coffee business.
Despite Uganda being known as
the birthplace of Robusta Coffee,
and being the second largest coffee
producer in Africa, many Ugandans
are predominantly tea drinkers.
Getting Ugandans to embrace coffee
consumption will require a massive
campaign to promote local coffee
consumption. It is an expensive
venture. Rose’s dream is to see more
Ugandans drinking and enjoying the
coffee that they grow.
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[ INTRODUCING TO AFRIC A ]

GSB2

FROM COFFEE SHOPS
TO INDUSTRIAL LINES,
PERFECT ROASTS.

ROAST TIME: 12-18 MIN
STAINLESS STEEL AND ELECTROSTATIC COATING
NATURAL GAS OR LIQUID PROPANE
TOUCHSCREEN CONTROL PANEL
CAPACITY: 5 KG, 10 KG, 15 KG AND 30 KG PER BATCH
COMPATIBLE WITH ROASTING SOFTWARE

carmomaq.com.br

@carmomaq

ROAST TIME: 12-18 MIN
LOW ENERGY CONSUMPTION
100% ELECTRIC, NO GAS LINES
TOUCHSCREEN CONTROL PANEL
CAPACITY: 300G - 1KG PER BATCH
COMPATIBLE WITH SMARTPHONES, TABLETS
AND ROASTING SOFTWARE

peamarketing@peamarketing.com.br

Contact P&A or the sales agent in your area
Ethiopia - Probex - probexplc_et@yahoo.com
Southern Africa - I & M Smith - natasha@iandmsmith.com
Cameroon - Kenzo - support_kenzo@capicameroun.com
Angola - ECSA - ecsa.angola@gmail.com
Ghana - Z&J Company - znjcompany@gmail.com
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HOW SUSTAINABLE GROWERS
RWANDA AND QUESTION COFFEE
ARE HELPING TO INCREASE DOMESTIC
CONSUMPTION IN RWANDA
With the generous support of the Bloomberg Foundation, Sustainable Growers Rwanda and Question Coffee
are making it possible for women coffee farmers and their families to reap the benefits of growing, roasting,
drinking, and selling Rwandan coffee nationwide. Although Rwandese are traditional tea drinkers, there has been
a rise in the popularity of coffee beverages throughout Kigali in the past few years. Many local cafes have sprung
up attracting customers beyond the foreign crowd to the newly intrigued local coffee drinkers. This increase in
domestic consumption could be the solution needed to insulate Rwandan coffee farmers from the dramatic fall of
global coffee prices.

Members of Twongerumusaruro Cooperative
enjoying their own coffee Question

C

ountries such as Ethiopia,
Colombia, Mexico, South
Korea, Brazil, and Vietnam had
meagre domestic consumption rates
ten years ago. However, in the past
decade, all have shown rapid growth
in local cafes and enthusiasm for
domestic consumption. We believe
that the same can happen in
Rwanda, says Christine Condo, East
Africa Regional Director, Sustainable
Growers Rwanda.
Since 2013, Sustainable Growers
Rwanda, in partnership with
Bloomberg Philanthropies and
Sustainable Harvest Coffee
Importers, has implemented a
coffee-based vocational training
program to increase women’s
economic independence throughout
Rwanda. To complement the project,
in 2015, Sustainable Growers Rwanda
launched Question Coffee Café and
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Question Coffee Café and Roastery

Roastery, a social enterprise funded
by Bloomberg Philanthropies.
Question Coffee showcases the highquality, specialty coffee grown by the
graduates of the training program
and sell it locally to every major
hotel, restaurant, and national park
in Rwanda. Revenues are reinvested
to support the training program.
Together, the two entities have
worked to cultivate a coffee drinking
culture in Rwanda to serve as an
alternative market to the highly
competitive and volatile global
coffee market.
Historically, coffee-producing
countries in East Africa, including
Rwanda, do not consume the coffee
they produce. Except for Ethiopia,
which consumes about 60% of its
coffee locally, most countries choose
to export the majority of the coffee
cultivated. According to the National
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Agricultural Export Development
Board (NAEB), Rwanda exports 97%
while consuming 3% locally. An
increase in domestic consumption
could help stabilize the effect of
global price fluctuations, thereby
securing the income of women
coffee farmers and their families. With
this in mind, NAEB has launched a
nation-wide campaign to promote
local coffee consumption.
Sustainable Growers Rwanda
and Question Coffee support
this campaign by executing a
multifaceted approach to ensure
that women farmers and their
families become the driving force
in supplying high-quality coffee
to the Rwandan market. Question
Coffee serves as a cafe and training
center where sustainable coffee is
consumed and where baristas and
brewers are trained. It assures that

Question Coffee Baristas working to
increase domestic consumption of
Rwandan coffee
Seraphine Tuyisingize trains the women
in her community on how to roast coffee
using local tools.

Sandrine Uwingabire providing highquality coffee services to guests at the
Question Coffee Café and Roastery.

quality Rwandan specialty grade
coffee is available to every major
international hotel, the national
parks, and the national airline. By
strategically aligning coffee with the
growing tourism industry, Question
Coffee creates both culinary and
agri-tourism products for domestic
growth.
“When you add up all the cafés,
hotels, restaurants and bars that
have either small or commercial
coffee equipment, the need for
skilled coffee service professionals
is apparent. With the right training,
a barista creates meaningful
revenues for a business of any
size through customer loyalty and
increased coffee sales. As coffeeserving businesses grow, more job
opportunities are created throughout
the whole coffee industry.” - Adam
McLean, Social Enterprise Director,
Question Coffee.
Question Coffee has provided job

training to 437 baristas and brewers,
increasing the marketability of
young Rwandese to find jobs in
the fast-growing hospitality and
tourism industry or local cafes,
including Question Coffee. Joselyn
Muhawenimana is one of the many
baristas in Kigali, who after being
trained as a barista, found fulltime employment in the coffee
industry. Previous to her barista
training, Joselyn was working parttime cleaning offices. Now, she is
able to make coffee drinks using
commercial espresso and brewing
equipment as well as specialty hand
brewing methods such as Aeropress,
Chemex, and french press. Through
Question Coffee’s partnership with
SCA Education, Joselyn also earned
her intermediate level barista and
brewing certificates which are
recognized by international hotels
and hospitality organizations.
Baristas selected to become part of
Question Coffee’s elite staff enjoy
opportunities that go far beyond
their role. Smayah Uwajeneza
joined Question Coffee in 2015
as a barista and was quickly able
to secure international training
opportunities through the Specialty
Coffee Association (SCA). She has
represented East Africa in many
high-profile events including the
World Aeropress competitions. Her
talents and passion have earned her

opportunities to serve frequently as
a tour guide for coffee buyers who
are visiting Rwandan coffee farms.
Question Coffee and Sustainable
Growers Rwanda also collaborate
to provide essential training to
project participants such as
cupping to improve farmers’ level
of understanding of the quality
demanded by the market. They also
equip farmers with home roasting
skills so they can roast, brew and
taste their own coffee. Some have
even started selling it to their
neighbors.
After receiving training on home
roasting techniques, Seraphine
Tuyisingize, a farmer from the
Northern Province, immediately
started to sell roasted coffee within
her community. She is now selling
three kilograms of roasted coffee
per month at 7,000 RWF (US$ 7.64)
as a small business. Her regular
customers include neighboring
school teachers and staff from the
health post. Seraphine’s success
has inspired her to promote the
consumption of coffee throughout
her community.
Over the years, Question coffee and
Sustainable Growers Rwanda have
increased the overall presence of
Rwandan-produced coffee at both
national and international events.
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KIBINGE COFFEE FARMERS’ COOPERATIVE
SOCIETY’S (KCFCS) CONTRIBUTION IN STEERING
DOMESTIC CONSUMPTION OF COFFEE
In 2015, Uganda exported over 3.6 million 60 kg bags of coffee. The
export generated around $450 million in revenue (Uganda Coffee
Development Authority (UCDA). This could probably be because, for
long, Ugandans have been steered to believe that the coffee they grow is
simply a cash crop and not food or beverage as its believed worldwide.

Kibinge Coffee Farmers’ Co-operative
Society is one of the well-known
small producer organisations for
natural Robusta in Uganda; has a
pursuit that is in line with the need to
promote domestic consumption of
coffee in Uganda and create a local
and regional market of our coffee to
supplement the export market.
Our coffee profile is natural Robusta
grown near the equator “the middle
of the Earth” at an altitude of 12001300 above sea level, it is selectively
harvested, floated and hand-sorted
before it is exceptionally dried,
roasted, ground and packed.

w

ith 80 percent of the
population involved in
agriculture, coffee growing
has been a mainstay and cash crop
for most households in the country.
As a result, coffee has remained the
single leading export commodity
which has earned Uganda second
position as Africa’s leading exporter
after Ethiopia.
However, despite the many farmers
growing coffee, the majority of
the coffee farmers do not taste the
coffee. While those who wish to
taste just eat the roasted cherries
for special events as a symbol of
the covenant between families and
individuals.
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As a result, Uganda’s coffee
consumption has persisted at less
than 3 percent compared to other
big producers such as Ethiopia that
consume more than 50 percent of
what they produce.
To increase domestic consumption
of coffee in Uganda, Kibinge coffee
farmers’ co-operative society (KCFCS)
through her vision “Coffee farmers
empowered to own and market
value-added coffee at competitive
prices’’ decided to start promoting
domestic consumption of her coffee
and excited for having completed
the entire value chain, from seed to
cup.
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As you take a cup of Kibinge
Coffee, you will surely experience
a Caramelized, Vanilla-Chocolate,
bittersweet, moderate acidity,
smooth- round body sweet aroma
and pleasant after taste; Cup score
80-82. KCFCS started dealing in
value added coffee in 2017 when
we developed a coffee brand known
as Kibinge coffee. We currently
have roasted and ground coffee
on shelves packed in three sizes;
250g,100g and 50g. We also boast
of fresh Roasted coffee beans that
are packed in sizes of 500g, 250g
and 25g for our clients who prefer
roasted beans. We are privileged

to have achieved this milestone by
producing a finished Kibinge coffee
roast and ground brand from the
seeds it once propagated from her
coffee nursery.
The value added coffee is distributed
to various outlets such as groceries,
supermarkets, restaurants, cafes,
schools and hotels countrywide by
our sales executives.
Having this coffee distributed is not
enough because people need to be
made aware of the benefits of coffee
drinking. Kibinge has increased
domestic consumption through
customer segmentation below;
Primary 1 – current member of the
co-operative:
■ They understand the suitability
of the product and are excited
to taste the coffees they grow.
Farmers can easily access the
coffee as they make their deliveries
to the society offices and from
local outlets in their respective
villages.
■ All activities in Kibinge start with a
coffee breakfast as it’s a very good
way of interesting people to take
coffee
Primary 2 – customers of retail
coffee:
■ Men mostly have developed coffee
drinking habits, they are more
knowledgeable about coffee, can
easily try new coffee unlike the
women do have strong negative
health perceptions.
■ Women though discouraged by
negative health perceptions are
slowly catching up.
■ Both men and women seem to
be adopting coffee drinking as
the new culture e.g., ‘let’s meet
up for a cup of coffee’ as a form of
relaxation and socialization.
■ Their lifestyle predisposes them
to adopt coffee drinking e.g. long
working or studying hours that
require coffee to stay alert, desire
to be trendy with coffee, have high
brand recognition and affinity etc.
Secondary – Urban youth, 13 – 24
years
■ This segment is mostly made up

of school-going youth, either in
high school or university. Although
they do not earn stable incomes,
they make decisions about how to
spend their little money they get.
Compared to the professionals, their
coffee consumptions and attitudes
are low. They drink to stay awake for
long reading hours. Nonetheless, in a
period of 3-6 years, they will join the
professionals segment to become
the next target customers. It is
therefore important to expose them
to the brand early enough for market
continuity.
Secondary – Rural youth
■
Most of them are reluctant
about coffee drinking. However,
because of their involvement in the
coffee production chain, they need
to be targeted to start taking their
own coffee.
Local tourists/expatriates
■ High coffee drinking culture.
■ Exposed to coffee products and
pricing.
■ They recommend Kibinge Coffee
to their friends or families back
home.
By defining our segments and their
needs, I see us increasing domestic
consumption and the need to
publically invite customers to take
coffees in local trade shows, coffee
days’ celebrations while emphasizing
the joy and benefits of drinking
coffee thereby changing their
negative attitudes about coffee.
Kibinge is excited about the
domestic coffee consumption
journey and in April 2019 together
with Banyankole Kweterana and
Ankole Coffee Processors Union
launched a new coffee brand called
Butonde coffee.
Butonde coffee is a blend which is
Fairtrade certified and possesses a
Fairtrade mark. It came up following
a joint partnership of the three
SPOs to respond to climate change
challenges. This is another way of
supporting farmers to add more
value to their coffee and then sell

it to Fairtrade markets and other
customers on local, regional and
international markets. Having
increased awareness of Domestic
coffee consumption and opened
up distribution channels like
supermarkets and hotels, we decided
to invest a portion of the Fairtrade
Premium in constructing a modern
coffee roasting facility. Kibinge is
so optimistic that the facility will
boost production and hence we
will be able to reach out
to many
consumers through our domestic
consumption campaign.
Our journey
Kibinge’s journey started with
four founder members whose
cardinal objective was to mobilize
fellow farmers to increase coffee
quantities and improve coffee quality
for collective marketing. Due to
economic pressures and political
unrest, the quality and volumes of
the coffee had deteriorated by 1995.
That is when the four dedicated
coffee farmers decided to bring the
tradition of high-quality Robusta
coffee back to the hills of Kibinge
and formed a farmers’ association
that would later become Kibinge
Coffee Farmers’ Co-operative Society
(KCFCS).
Since its inception in 1995, Kibinge
Coffee has undergone numerous
changes but the focus has remained
on providing the finest Robusta
coffee while empowering our
farmers to improve their livelihoods.
This pursuit made Kibinge become
a registered Co-operative in 2009,
Fairtrade certified in 2011 and a
registered coffee exporter in Uganda
in 2012.
In 2014, Kibinge was honoured to
be awarded as the best Fairtrade
small producer of the year for Africa
by Fairtrade International followed
by various awards as outstanding
producer organization that has made
a significant impact on the process of
transforming the living standards of
so many people. Currently, KCFCS has
a total of over 2300 membership and
now employs 49 full -time staff.
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AFCA MEMBER PROFILES

JOWAM
COFFEE
JOWAM COFFEE TRADING COMPANY LIMITED
Jowam coffee trading company Ltd, a family owned business was
registered in the year 2006 and obtained a coffee trading licence
in the same year. It started trading in coffee in 2007. The company
quickly established itself as a premier exporter starting with export
of 190 tonnes in 2007 to the current 700 tons .It competes well with
the multinational companies being ranked 13th in the last coffee
season 2016/2017 out of a total of 50 coffee registered dealers
The company trades from Nairobi the capital city of Kenya. The
office is strategically located in the same building that houses the
coffee trading hall (Nairobi Coffee Exchange) .The company has
well established coffee tasting lab and coffee export and pre-export
logistical preparation is outsourced to the Ballore Africa logistics
company which is well known all over the world as a logistical
company.
The main director Josphat Mburugu is a qualified coffee expert and a
marketer by professional and comes from the coffee growing region
in Meru on the eastern region of Kenya, a key region in production of
very favourably coffee due to its favourable climate and suitable red
volcanic soils from the slopes of Mount Kenya and the Nyambene
hills.
It is in this background that Jowam coffee traders works closely
with the co-operatives from Meru regions and specifically Rugeju,
Amukui, Ntemwene and many along the mount Kenya belt
Together with their dedicated staff of six people, they have seen
Jowam company scale great heights.
We also as a Company extend the following services to these cooperative societies:
Advices the members on coffee husbandly - the right time to add
manure, the kind of fertilizers to use to maximise yield.
During the coffee processing we send our staff to ensure the farmers
follow the proper procedures on pulping, fermenting, drying and
storage of coffee.
We also keep in touch with the management of the cooperatives, so
that when the coffee is coming to the market, we are aware on the
quality and quantity in advance. This information is useful and we
are also able to send samples to our clients in advance.

RWENZORI SUSTAINABLE TRADE CENTRE LIMITED
Rwenzori Sustainable Trade Centre (RSTC) is a company limited by
guarantee which was formed in November 2015. Since 2008, parents
from 12 hard to reach communities in the Rwenzori mountains of
Western Uganda have received support funded by an international
company to build schools in a context of post conflict. However, the
poverty levels in the communities continued to act as a barrier to
parents sending their children to school. The company changed tack
and supported the formation of a local team to mobilise parents to
engage in the trade of locally grown cash crops like coffee, cocoa,
and cotton and handcraft making, transforming the project from
‘Aid to Trade’ with a Rwenzori Sustainable Trade Programme. The
RSTC was formed to build on the previous programme work and
become an independent Ugandan company.
Vision Statement: Sustainable cooperatives, competitive trade,
and world class products and services.
Our Mission: Supporting thriving communities and viable
cooperative businesses and sustainable social development
Dedicated to excellence, RSTC works with producers to achieve only
the best, premium products and inspiring social change.
We establish markets that bring value to three sets of stakeholders:
cooperative members and women’s groups, trading partners, and
consumers who care about where their products come from
RSTC represents the interests of some 2500 farmers in five
cooperatives, four of which have Fairtrade certification. Four out of
the five cooperatives grow and bulk coffee
What we do
• Build systems and structures that help producers manage their
operations more formally and professionally
•

Training in business and financial management

•

Pre-financing: RSTC works with financial institutions to provide
credit lines to facilitate production, bulking and logistics activities

•

Monitoring and supporting the improvement and quality of all
products to be able to compete in the international market

•

Ensuring compliance with certification standards, regulatory
laws, and buyers’ ethical policies

•

Marketing products both locally and internationally

•

Linking Rwenzori producer groups, associations and cooperatives
to other key stakeholders that can help them in various ways to
advance.

Contact details
Located in the western part of Uganda, Kabarole District.
Plot 10, Government Avenue, Boma, Fort Portal Town,
Telephone: +256 779525317/70343003
Email address: info@rwenzorisustainable.org
Website: www.rwenzorisustainable.org
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MOUNTAIN HARVET SMC

GREEN MOUNTAIN ARABICA COFFEE

ABOUT US
Mountain Harvest is a young, innovative coffee production
company that works to raise the quality of life for smallholder
Arabica coffee farmers on Mt Elgon in eastern Uganda, by increasing
incomes, helping build farm and household assets and enhancing
farmer resilience to climate change. Mountain Harvest believes
such change can only be achieved by unlocking and monetizing
unrealized potential of the farmers’ coffee and farms. Our approach
involves elevating quality into the premium segment of the
specialty coffee market, building relationship-based trade with
roaster-retailers that pay higher prices for quality and impact (social
and environmental), and by investing at the farm level through an
intense, service-oriented engagement with farmers.

About us
Green Mountain Arabica Coffee (GMAC) was founded in early 2012
in the Eastern province of Rwanda.

At Mountain Harvest, we are passionate about producing specialty
coffee and improving the lives of the farmers who grow it. Our team
works closely with Arabica coffee growing families in Uganda to
fulfill the potential of the coffee they grow. We are committed to
promoting high-quality production using ecological, climate-smart,
sustainable farming practices in order to protect the environment
that we all depend on.
We offer farmers strong prices along with a bonus for every kilo sold
so that they are better able to provide for their families, invest in
their crops and land, and ultimately, drive inclusive growth within
the local economy.
Producing high-quality coffee means investing in the lives of the
farmers who produce it, caring for the environment where it grows
and building direct relationships with roasters. This way, we can
generate increased value for coffee farmers, while delivering great
Organic, Fair Trade, and Rainforest Alliance certified coffees to our
customers.
OUR COFFEES
Farmers on Mount Elgon grow coffee at some of the highest
elevations for coffee anywhere in the world, ranging from 1,600 to
2,200 meters. Our coffees have diverse and interesting cup profiles
depending on altitude and processing. Our micro-lots are wellbalanced with a sweet clean finish.

Our mission is to produce some of the finest green coffee that
Rwanda has to offer and become the preferred exporter of Rwanda
coffee by running perfectly monitored wet processes at our coffee
washing stations while supporting the needs of our farmers.
GMAC’s focus is on building a better future for the next generation
through coffee production. We work with over 2000 farmers whose
families depend on their coffee for a living. We believe that through
hard work, high commitment levels and driven by passion, GMAC
can have an impact on more output in Rwandan coffee industry.
We strongly believe in the enormous potential of the coffee in this
country and hope to share its undiscovered and yet untold stories
with the world.
Our Coffee and its characteristics.
Our fresh and high quality coffees are grown on the fertile hills of
Eastern Province, at an altitude of 1400-1600M, in clay and sand
soil, washed by natural spring water, handled under strict hygiene
standards by the use modern demucilaging technology
Our handpicked Arabica Coffee is handled with high levels of
hygiene, measures and only
Contact details
E-mail: gmacrwtld@gmail.com / info@gmac.coffee
Website: http://www.gmac.coffee/
Twitter: @gmac_rwanda

Until recently, Mount Elgon has been an untapped origin for Arabica
coffee, with Uganda mainly known for its Robusta crops. We’re
working to fulfill the potential of Ugandan coffee by elevating it to
the highest standards.
We source coffee from farmers in the following groups (Primary
Cooperative Societies): Bumugibole, Bumatanda, Yilwanako,
Konokoyi, Bunabude, Buweswa and Sipi.
We offer full traceability of all our coffees, from farm to our cupping
lab and warehouse in Mbale. We’re always striving to more fully
understand how various farm practices and processing methods
influence the quality of the cup. This way, we can bring unique and
interesting coffees that fit our clients’ preferences.
Our coffees are Organic, Fair-Trade and Rainforest Alliance certified.
________________________________________
CONTACT DETAILS
Email: info@mountainharvest.com
Website: https://mountainharvest.com/
Mbale, Uganda.
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AIPEX

INTERNATIONAL WOMENS COFFEE ALLIANCE
The IWCA is a global network of self-driven chapters focused on
achieving sustainable livelihoods in their communities. Each chapter
sets and pursues its own goals. All are united by the IWCA mission to
empower women in the international coffee community to achieve
meaningful and sustainable lives; and to recognize the participation
of women in all aspects of the coffee industry.
Contact Information
Kellem Emanuele,
Executive Director
kellem.iwca@gmail.com
Blanca Castro,
Chapter Relations Manager
blanca.iwca@gmail.com
Kellem Agnew Emanuele, President
IWCA Global Board of Directors
www.womenincoffee.org
Skype: k.emanuele
Mobile & What’s App: +1 617 413 9446

AIPEX - Agency for Private Investment and Promotion of Exports
is a legal person governed by public law, with legal personality,
administrative, financial and patrimonial autonomy, aimed at
promoting exports, attracting private investment, registering
investment proposals, institutional support and monitoring the
execution of investment projects and the internationalization of
Angolan companies. It was created under Presidential Decree No.
81/18 of March 19, 2018, resulting from the merger of the Technical
Unit for Private Investment - U.T.I.P and the Agency for the Promotion
of Investment and Exports of Angola - APIEX. AIPEX is subject to the
oversight of the Executive Branch, exercised through the Ministerial
Department responsible for the Economy and Planning.
AIPEX main attribution and duties are:
1. Promoting and attracting private investments of internal and
external origin that are likely to contribute to the socio-economic
development of Angola; 2. Ensure the receipt and monitoring of
private investment proposals to be made in Angola; 3. Promote
the attraction of foreign direct investment for strategic sectors of
the national economy; 4. Promote the increase and diversification
of exports of Angolan’s products and services; 5. Contribute to the
creation of conditions conducive to private investment in Angola;
6. Supervise and monitor the implementation of approved private
investment projects; 7. Implement policies and programs to
substitute imports and increase exports.
AIPEX is the sole interlocutor of the investor at all stages of the
investment process, through institutional coordination, supports
investors, monitors investment proposals and ensures the
conditions for the successful execution of investment projects.
Mission
• Increase non-oil private sector participation in developing the
national economy through Promoting and attracting FDI; • Assuring
the development of competitiveness of domestic enterprises
and promote their internationalization; • Contribute to the
implementation of policies and programs to substitute imports and
increase exports.
Vision: Support the growth of a diversified and stable economy,
through the promotion of national production, import substitution,
export expansion and diversification so that Angola participates
in a significant and competitive way in the global market
economy.
Value: AIPEX pursues values such as rigor, diligence and precision in
law enforcement, Integrity, respect, transparency, impartiality and
excellence.
Contact:

KN10, R. Kwame Nkrumah 10, Município de Belas - Luanda – Angola
geral@aipex.gov.ao | http://www.aipex.gov.ao
TEl.:+244 222 39 14 34 - 222 33 12 52 | FAX.: +244 222 39 33 81
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THREE AFRICAN SISTERS,
AFRICA’S FINEST BRAND
When hearing that we were immigrating to Rwanda ten years ago, most
people didn’t know where this little country in the middle of Africa was, and
those who did, immediately associated it with its tragic past. No one could
understand why a husband would take his family, who had experienced a
violent attack on their lives, in their own country, to a country still healing
from its own past.

I

t was by sheer luck that we
landed up in the coffee industry.
Having grown up in Italy, coffee
for me has always been a comforting
drink and part of my daily life, yet I
knew very little about where it came
from or how it was processed. I
would never have imagined that it
came out of a cherry, the pit of a fruit,
nor did I realize that its flavours are as
unique and exclusive as each of the
hills it is grown on.
And so our journey as a family, my
husband two children and myself,
began here in Rwanda, and would
become ever intertwined into the
journey of coffee beans from crop to
cup.
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Living and working in the coffee
industry here in Rwanda, we have
watched Rwanda’s coffee become
a sort after commodity and with
every passing year going between
Kigali and Gisenyi, watched its
transformation, like a rare, little seed,
growing and unfolding each of its
petals into a blossoming flower.
We began our coffee journey with
our vision of creating a brand of
green beans for Rwanda, “Rwanda’s
Finest”, that exemplified quality.
We placed huge emphasis on
consistency and our dedication
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to form mutually beneficial
relationships. For me being at origin
meant interacting on ground root
level with the co-operatives and
farmers. With women as my focus,
I wanted to improve the economic
opportunities for Rwandese women
coffee farmers, by empowering them
with the prospect of marketing their
unique Specialty coffee to the world.
Having studied to be a nursery
school teacher my dream was now to
make some kind of difference in the
lives of children, through our coffee.

We wanted to create that direct trade
handshake between the farmers
here on the ground and the roasters
in Australia, Europe, North America
and South Africa, to whom we were
shipping our green beans. Our direct
trade meant we were able to pay
the farmers more than the Fair Trade
price for their crop. Our ultimate
goal would be to do the same in our
neighbouring countries.
And so the story of 3 African
Sisters was born.
Our story of 3 African Sisters comes
from the African custom where
extended families are referred to
as sisters and brothers. Rwanda is
bordered by Burundi to the south
and the Democratic Republic of the
Congo to the west. These were all
once one land. We source our green
beans from these three countries –
Today the coffee beans from each of
these origins are distinctive in their
aromas and flavours.

a sustainable difference and creating
the changes needed, which we have
identified. Like a well-balanced
eco system, we aim to continue
supporting the co-operatives,
who in turn support the farming
communities through education and
access to the necessary resources. By
ultimately building our international
brand, we will carry on sustaining this
growth.

It is very common for a Rwandese
family to have sisters residing in these
neighboring countries. Like sisters
from one mother, they too were
separated, each developing their own
unique qualities, hence the story 3
African Sisters.
Every stage in the coffee’s journey
from tree to cup impacts on the
quality of the coffee. I wanted to
master and understand each of
these. Having built and run my own
Italian restaurant for eighteen years,
I missed the creativity of taking raw
ingredients and creating magic. I
wanted the opportunity to better
understand the true characteristics of
our unique coffee. At the time, here
in Rwanda, one couldn’t find many
roasted brands of Specialty Coffee
and I wanted to create a roasted
brand of coffee that represented
the heart, soul and determination
of the Rwandese people in this tiny
oasis in the heart of Africa. I wanted
a coffee that portrayed Rwanda and
its people for who and what they are
today, a positive light and rising star,
going forward with strength.

We chose the face of women as
our brand image as a tribute to the
women here in Rwanda, whom I
found had been instrumental in
changing the image of Rwanda
from one of hate to one of hope and
forgiveness.
And so was born our brand of
roasted coffee, here in Kigali, with our
Dietrich IR12.
With our growth, our roasted brand
has developed into “Africa’s Finest”
and our horizons having expanded
beyond the boarders of Rwanda. We
now showcase Rwanda’s, Burundi’s
and Congo’s finest.
Our journey has not reached its
end. We are only at the beginning
of many great adventures. Through
our 3 African Sisters brand we have
the constant opportunity of making

The consumer is the final link in our
journey and that one-cup of coffee
they drink each day can make the
world of difference to our story and
contribute to the positive impact
which one family in the coffee
industry is trying to make.
We look forward to many more
years on our coffee journey, with
an opportunity to forge new and
exciting relationships, build new
projects involving our coffee and the
farmers with whom we work, and in
so doing continue to leave a positive
footprint that we can be proud of.

“The greatest good you
can do for another is
not just to share your
riches, but to reveal to
him his own.”
Tanya (founder)
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AFCA TECHNICAL
COFFEE SAFARIS
TRIP 3:
BRAZIL COFFEE SAFARI
1ST -5TH JUNE 2020
MEMBER FEES: $1,100
NON MEMBER FEES: $2,000

TRIP 1:
MALAWI, ZAMBIA & TANZANIA
27TH -31ST JULY 2020
MEMBER FEES: $2,300
NON MEMBER FEES: $3,000

TRIP 2:
INDIA COFFEE SAFARI
7TH -11TH SEPTEMBER 2020
MEMBER FEES:
NON MEMBER FEES:

19TH AFRICAN FINE COFFEES
CONFERENCE AND EXHIBITION
17TH - 19TH FEBRUARY 2021
The Millenium Hall, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

THEME:

“SPECIALTY COFFEE AT ORIGIN”
COFFEE FIELD VISITS

14TH - 16TH FEBRUARY 2021

SUSTAINABILITY FORUM
16TH FEBRUARY 2021

Event Hashtag: AFCA2021
www.afca.coffee/conference
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Introducing to Africa the new cherry color sorter
that brings you the flexibility to produce high
quality naturals and pulped coffees.
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/pinhalense

GSB2

Revolutionize
your washing
station.

